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Abstract

Biomedical networks (or graphs) are universal descriptors for systems of interacting elements, frommolecular
interactions and disease co-morbidity to healthcare systems and scientific knowledge. Advances in artificial
intelligence, specifically deep learning, have enabled us to model, analyze, and learn with such networked
data. In this review, we put forward an observation that long-standing principles of systems biology and
medicine—while often unspoken in machine learning research—provide the conceptual grounding for
representation learning on graphs, explain its current successes and limitations, and even inform future
advancements. We synthesize a spectrum of algorithmic approaches that, at their core, leverage graph
topology to embed networks into compact vector spaces. We also capture the breadth of ways in which
representation learning has dramatically improved the state-of-the-art in biomedical machine learning.
Exemplary domains covered include identifying variants underlying complex traits, disentangling behaviors
of single cells and their effects on health, assisting in diagnosis and treatment of patients, and developing
safe and effective medicines.

1 Introduction
Networks (or graphs) are pervasive in biology and medicine, from molecular interaction maps to population-
scale social and health interactions. With the multitude of bioentities and associations that can be described
by networks, they are prevailing representations of biological organization and biomedical knowledge. For
instance, edges in a regulatory network can indicate causal activating and inhibitory relationships between
genes [149]; edges between genes and diseases can indicate genes that are ‘upregulated by’, ‘downregulated by’,
or ‘associated with’ a disease [141]; and edges in a knowledge network built from electronic health records
(EHR) can indicate co-occurrences of medical codes across patients [81, 156, 161]. The ability to model all
biomedical discoveries to date—even overlay patient-specific information—in a unified data representation
has driven the development of artificial intelligence, specifically deep learning, for networks. In fact, the
diversity and multimodality in networks not only boost performance of predictive models, but importantly
enable broad generalization to settings not seen during training [74] and improvemodel interpretability [31, 140].
Nevertheless, interactions in networks give rise to a bewildering degree of complexity that can likely only be
fully understood through a holistic and integrated view [14, 22, 137]. As a result, systems biology and medicine—
upon which deep learning on graphs is founded—have identified over the last two decades organizing principles
that govern networks [13, 66, 85, 227].
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Figure 1: Representation learning for networks in biology and medicine. Given a biomedical network, a representation
learning method transforms the graph to extract patterns and leverage them to produce compact vector representations that can
be optimized for the downstream task. The far right panel shows a local 2-hop neighborhood around node 𝑢, illustrating how
information (e.g., neural messages) can be propagated along edges in the neighborhood, transformed, and finally aggregated at node
𝑢 to arrive at the 𝑢’s embedding.

The organizing principles governing networks link network structure to molecular phenotypes, biological roles,
disease, and health, thus providing the conceptual grounding that, we argue, can explain the successes (and
limitations) of graph representation learning and inform future development of the field. Here, we exemplify
how a series of such principles has uncovered disease mechanisms. First, interacting entities are typically
more similar than non-interacting entities, as implicated by the local hypothesis [13]. In protein interaction
networks, for instance, mutations in interacting proteins often lead to similar diseases [13]. Given by the shared
components and disease module hypotheses [13], cellular components associated with the same phenotype
tend to cluster in the same network neighborhood [4]. Further, essential genes are often found in hubs of
a molecular network whereas non-essential genes (e.g., those associated with disease) are located on the
periphery [13]. Thus, the network parsimony principle dictates that shortest molecular paths between known
disease-associated components tend to correlate with causal molecular pathways [13]. To this day, these
hypotheses and principles continue to drive discoveries.

We posit that representation learning can realize network biomedicine principles. Its core idea is to learn how to
represent nodes (or larger graph structures) in a network as points in a low-dimensional space, where the
geometry of this space is optimized to reflect the structure of interactions between nodes. More concretely,
representation learning specifies deep, non-linear transformation functions that map nodes to points in a
compact vector space, termed embeddings. Such functions are optimized to embed the input network so
that nodes with similar network neighborhoods are embedded close together in the embedding space, and
algebraic operations performed in this learned space reflect the network’s topology. To provide concrete
connections between graph representation learning and systems biology and medicine: nodes in the same
positional regions should have similar embeddings due to the local hypothesis (e.g., highly similar pairs of
protein embeddings suggest similar phenotypic consequence); node embeddings can capture whether the
nodes lie within a hub based on their degree, an important aspect of local neighborhood (e.g., strongly clustered
gene embeddings indicate essential housekeeping roles); and given by the shared components hypothesis, two
nodes with significantly overlapping sets of network neighbors should have similar embeddings due to shared
message passing (e.g., highly similar disease embeddings imply shared disease-associated cellular components).
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Hence, artificial intelligence methods that produce representations can be thought of as differentiable engines
of key network biomedicine principles.

Our survey provides an exposition of graph artificial intelligence capability and highlights important appli-
cations for deep learning on biomedical networks. Given the prominence of graph representation learning,
specific aspects of it have been covered extensively. However, existing reviews independently discuss deep
learning on structured data [23, 220]; graph neural networks [75, 76, 195]; representation learning for homo-
geneous and heterogeneous graphs [27, 112, 214], solely heterogeneous graphs [52], and dynamic graphs [99];
data fusion [229]; network propagation [44]; topological data analysis [16]; and creation of biomedical net-
works [16, 22, 106, 118, 151]. Biomedically-focused reviews survey graph neural networks exclusively onmolecular
generation [46, 191], single-cell biology [80], drug discovery and repurposing [63, 96, 126, 170, 217], or histopathol-
ogy [5]. Other reviews tend to focus solely on graph neural networks, excluding other graph representation
learning approaches or do not consider patient-centric methods [138]. In contrast, our survey unifies graph
representation learning approaches across molecular, genomic, therapeutic, and precision medicine areas.

2 Graph representation learning
Graph theoretic techniques have fueled discoveries, from uncovering relationships between diseases [70, 109,
133, 169] to repurposing drugs [34, 35, 74]. Further algorithmic innovations, such as random walks [32, 192, 205],
kernels [64], and network propagation [181], have also played a role in capturing structural information in
networks. Feature engineering, the process of extracting predetermined features from a network to suit a
user-specified machine learning method [222], is a common approach for machine learning on networks,
including but not limited to hard-coding network features (e.g., higher-order structures, network motifs,
degree counts, and common neighbor statistics) and feeding the engineered feature vectors into a machine
learning model. While powerful, it can be challenging to hand engineer optimally-predictive features across
diverse types of networks and applications [220].

For these reasons, graph representation learning, the idea of automatically learning optimal features for networks,
has emerged as a leading artificial intelligence approach for networks. Graph representation learning is
challenging because graphs contain complex topographical structure, have no fixed node ordering or reference
points, and are comprised of many different kinds of entities (nodes) and various types of interactions (edges)
relating them to each other. Classic deep learning methods are unable to consider such diverse structural
properties and rich interactions, which are the essence of biomedical networks, because classic deep methods
are designed for fixed-size grids (e.g., images and tabular datasets) or optimized for text and sequences. Akin to
how deep learning on images and sequences has revolutionized image analysis and natural language processing,
graph representation learning is poised to transform the study of complex systems.

Graph representation learning methods generate vector representations for graph elements such that the
learned representations, i.e., embeddings, capture the structure and semantics of networks, along with any
downstream supervised task, if any (Box 1). Graph representation learning encompasses a wide range of
methods, including manifold learning, topological data analysis, graph neural networks and generative graph
models (Figure 2). We next describe graph elements and outline main artificial intelligence tasks on graphs
(Box 1). We then outline graph representation learning methods (Section 2.1-2.3).
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Box 1: Fundamentals of graph representation learning

Elements of graphs. Graph 𝐺 = (V, E) consists of nodes 𝑣 ∈ V and edges or relations 𝑒𝑟𝑢,𝑣 ∈ E

connecting nodes 𝑢 and 𝑣 via a relationship of type 𝑟. Subgraph 𝑆 = (V𝑆 , E𝑆) is a subset of a graph
𝐺, where V𝑆 ⊆ V and E𝑆 ⊆ E. Adjacency matrix A is used to represent a graph, where each entry
A𝑢,𝑣 is 1 if nodes 𝑢, 𝑣 are connected, and 0 otherwise. A𝑢,𝑣 can also be the edge weight between nodes
𝑢, 𝑣. Homogeneous graph is a graph with a single node and edge type. In contrast, heterogeneous graph
consists of nodes of different types (node type set A) connected by diverse kinds of edges (edge type set
R). Node attribute vector x𝑢 ∈ R𝑑 describes side information and metadata of node 𝑢. The node attribute
matrix X ∈ R𝑛×𝑑 brings together attribute vectors for all nodes in the graph. Similarly, edge attributes
x𝑒𝑢,𝑣 ∈ R𝑐 for edge 𝑒𝑢,𝑣 can be taken together to form an edge attribute matrix X𝑒 ∈ R𝑚×𝑐. A path from

node 𝑢1 to node 𝑢𝑘 is given by a sequence of edges 𝑢1
𝑒1,2−−→ 𝑢2 · · · 𝑢𝑘−1

𝑒𝑘−1,𝑘−−−−→ 𝑢𝑘. For node 𝑢, we denote
its neighborhoodN(𝑢) as nodes directly connected to 𝑢 in 𝐺, and the node degree is the size ofN(𝑢).
The 𝑘-hop neighborhood of node 𝑢 is the set of nodes that are exactly 𝑘 hops away from node 𝑢, that is,
N𝑘(𝑢) = {𝑣|𝑑(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑘} where 𝑑 denotes the shortest path distance (SI Note 1).

Artificial intelligence tasks on graphs. To extract this information from networks, classic machine
learning approaches rely on summary statistics (e.g., degrees or clustering coefficients) or carefully
engineered features to measure network structures (e.g., network motifs). In contrast, representation
learning approaches automatically learn to encode networks into low-dimensional representations (i.e.,
embeddings) using transformation techniques based on deep learning and nonlinear dimensionality
reduction. The flexibility of learned representations shows in a myriad of tasks that representations can
be used for (SI Note 2):

• Node, link, and graph property prediction: The objective is to learn representations of graph
elements, such as nodes, edges, subgraphs, and entire graphs. Representations are optimized so that
performing algebraic operations in the embedding space reflects the graph’s topology. Optimized
representations can be fed into models to predict properties of graph elements, such as the function
of proteins in an interactome network (i.e., node classification task), the binding affinity of a chemical
compound to a target protein (i.e., link prediction task), and the toxicity profile of a candidate drug (i.e.,
graph classification task).

• Latent graph learning: Graph representation learning exploits relational inductive biases for data
that come in the form of graphs. In some settings, however, the graphs are not readily available for
learning. This is typical for many biological problems, where graphs such as gene regulatory networks
are only partially known. Latent graph learning is concerned with inferring the graph from the data.
The latent graph can be application-specific and optimized for the downstream task. Further, such a
graph might be as important as the task itself, as it can convey insights about the data and offer a way to
interpret the results.

• Graph generation: The objective is to generate a graph 𝐺 representing a biomedical entity that is
likely to have a property of interest, such as high druglikeness. The model is given a set of graphs G
with such a property and is tasked with learning a non-linear mapping function characterizing the
distribution of graphs in G. The learned distribution is used to optimize a new graph 𝐺 with the same
property as input graphs.
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Figure 2: Predominant paradigms in graph representation learning. (a) Shallow network embedding methods generate a
dictionary of representations h𝑢 for every node 𝑢 that preserves the input graph structure information. This is achieved by learning
a mapping function 𝑓𝑧 that maps nodes into an embedding space such that nodes with similar graph neighborhoods measured
by function 𝑓𝑛 get embedded closer together (Section 2.1). Given the learned embeddings, an independent decoder method can
optimize embeddings for downstream tasks, such as node or link property prediction. Method examples include DeepWalk [148],
Node2vec [68], LINE [173], and Metapath2vec [51]. (b) In contrast with shallow network embedding methods, graph neural networks
can generate representations for any graph element by capturing both network structure and node attributes and metadata. The
embeddings are generated through a series of non-linear transformations, i.e., message-passing layers (𝐿𝑘 denotes transformations
at layer 𝑘), that iteratively aggregate information from neighboring nodes at the target node 𝑢. GNN models can be optimized
for performance on a variety of downstream tasks (Section 2.2). Method examples include GCN [103], GIN [198], GAT [180], and
JK-Net [200]. (c) Generative graph models estimate a distribution landscape Z to characterize a collection of distinct input graphs.
They use the optimized distribution to generate novel graphs 𝐺 that are predicted to have desirable properties, e.g., a generated
graph can be represent a molecular graph of a drug candidate. Generative graph models use graph neural networks as encoders
and produce graph representations that capture both network structure and attributes (Section 2.3). Method examples include
GCPN [210], JT-VAE [98], and GraphRNN [211]. SI Figure 1 and SI Note 3 outline other representation learning techniques.
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2.1 Shallow graph embedding approaches
Shallow embedding methods optimize a compact vector space such that points that are close in the graph
are mapped to nearby points in the embedding space, which is measured by a predefined distance function
or an outer product. These approaches are transductive embedding methods where the encoder function
is a simple embedding lookup (Figure 2). More concretely, the methods have three steps: (1)Mapping to an
embedding space. Given a pair of nodes 𝑢 and 𝑣 in graph 𝐺, we specify an encoder, a learnable function 𝑓 that
maps nodes to embeddings h𝑢 and h𝑣. (2) Defining graph similarity. We define the graph similarity 𝑓𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣),
for example, measured by distance between 𝑢 and 𝑣 in the graph, and the embedding similarity 𝑓𝑧 (h𝑢,h𝑣),
for example, an Euclidean distance function or pairwise dot-product. (3) Computing loss. Then, we define
the loss L(𝑓𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣), 𝑓𝑧 (h𝑢,h𝑣)), which quantifies how the resulting embeddings preserve the desired input
graph similarity. Finally, we apply an optimization procedure to minimize the lossL(𝑓𝑛(𝑢, 𝑣), 𝑓𝑧 (h𝑢,h𝑣)). The
resulting encoder 𝑓 is a graph embedding method that serves as a shallow embedding lookup and considers
the graph structure only in the loss function.

Shallow embedding methods vary given various definitions of similarities. For example, shortest path length
between nodes is often used as the network similarity and dot product as the embedding similarity. Perozzi et
al. [148] define similarity as co-occurrence in a series of random walks of length 𝑘. Unsupervised techniques
that predict which node belongs to the walk, such as skip-gram [134], are then applied on the walks to generate
embeddings. Grover et al. [68] propose an alternative way for walks on graphs, using a combination of
depth-first search and breadth-first search. In heterogeneous graphs, information on the semantic meaning of
edges, i.e., relation types, can be important. Knowledge graph methods expand similarity measures to consider
relation types [17, 51, 142, 171, 177, 202]. When shallow embedding models are trained, the resulting embeddings
can be fed into separate models to be optimized towards a specific classification or regression task.

2.2 Graph neural networks
Graph neural networks (GNNs) are a class of neural networks designed for graph-structured datasets (Figure 2).
They learn compact representations of graph elements, their attributes, and supervised labels if any. A typical
GNN consists of a series of propagation layers [65], where layer 𝑙 carries out three operations: (1) Passing neural
messages. The GNN computes a messagem(𝑙)

𝑢,𝑣 = Msg(h(𝑙−1)
𝑢 ,h(𝑙−1)

𝑣 ) for every linked nodes 𝑢, 𝑣 based on their
embeddings from the previous layer h(𝑙−1)

𝑢 and h(𝑙−1)
𝑣 . (2) Aggregating neighborhoods. The messages between

node 𝑢 and its neighborsN𝑢 are aggregated as m̂(𝑙)
𝑢 = Agg(m(𝑙)

𝑢𝑣 |𝑣 ∈ N𝑢). (3) Updating representations. Non-
linear transformation is applied to update node embeddings as h(𝑙)

𝑢 = Upd(m̂(𝑙)
𝑢 ,h(𝑙−1)

𝑢 ) using the aggregated
message and the embedding from the previous layer. In contrast to shallow embeddings, GNNs can capture
higher-order and non-linear patterns through multi-hop propagation within several layers of neural message
passing. Additionally, GNNs can optimize supervised signals and graph structure simultaneously, whereas
shallow embedding approaches require a two-stage approach to achieve the same.

A myriad of GNN architectures define different messages, aggregation, and update schemes to derive deep
graph embeddings [47, 54, 103, 183]. For example, [39, 87, 180, 201, 215] assign importance scores for nodes
during neighborhood aggregation such that more important nodes play a larger effect in the embeddings.
[1, 199] improve GNNs’ ability to capture graph structural information by posing structural priors, such as a
higher-order adjacency matrix. Graph pooling techniques [209] learn abstract topological structures. GNNs
designed for molecules [104, 162] inject physics-based scores and domain knowledge into propagation layers.

As biomedical networks can be multimodal and massive, special consideration is needed to scale GNNs to
large and heterogeneous networks. To this end, [37, 216] developed sampling strategies to intelligently select
small subsets of the whole local network neighborhoods and use them in training GNNmodels. To tackle
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heterogeneous relations, [87, 160, 189] designed aggregation transformations to fuse diverse types of relations
and attributes. Recent architectures describe dynamic message passing [87, 145, 158] to deal with evolving and
time-varying graphs and few-shot learning [91] or self-supervised strategies [86, 212] to deal with graphs that
are poorly annotated and have limited label information.

2.3 Generative graph models
Generative graph models generate new node and edge structures—even entire graphs—that are likely to
have desired properties, such as novel molecules with acceptable toxicity profiles (Figure 2). Traditionally,
network science models can generate graphs using deterministic or probabilistic rules. For instance, the
Erdös-Rényi model [57] keeps iteratively adding random edges according to a predefined probability starting
from an empty graph; the Barabási-Albert model [7] grows a graph by adding nodes and edges such that the
resulting graph has a power-law degree distribution often observed in real-world networks; the configuration
model [12] adds edges based on a predefined node degree sequences to generate graphs with arbitrary degree
distributions. While powerful as random graph generators, such models cannot optimize graph structure
based on properties of interest.

Deep generative models address the challenge by estimating distributional graph properties based on a dataset
of graphs Gand inferring graph structures using such optimized distributions. In particular, a generation graph
model first learns a latent distribution 𝑃 (𝑍 |G) that characterizes the input graph set G. Then, conditioned on
this distribution, it decodes a new graph, i.e., generates a new graph 𝐺. There are different ways to encode
the input graphs and learn the latent distribution, such as through variational autoencoders [67, 98, 102]
and generative adversarial networks [185]. Decoding to generate a novel graph presents a unique challenge
compared to an image or text since a graph is discrete, is unbounded in structure and size, and has no
particular ordering of nodes. Common practices to generate new graphs include (1) predicting a probabilistic
fully-connected graph and then using graph matching to find the optimal subgraph [164]; (2) decomposing a
graph into a tree of subgraphs structure and generating a tree structure instead, followed by assembles of
subgraphs) [98]; and (3) sequentially sampling new nodes and edges [210, 211].

3 Application areas in biology and medicine
Biomedical data involve rich multimodal and heterogeneous interactions that span from molecular to societal
levels (Figure 3). Unlike machine learning approaches designed to analyze data modalities like medical images
and biological sequences, graph representation learning methods are uniquely able to leverage structural
information in multimodal datasets [204].

Starting at themolecular level (Section 4), molecular structure is translated from atoms and bonds into
nodes and edges, respectively. Physical interactions or functional relationships between proteins also naturally
form a network. Given by the key organizing principles that govern network medicine—for instance, the local
hypothesis and the shared components hypothesis [13]—whether an unknown protein clusters in a particular
neighborhood of and shares direct neighbors with known proteins are informative of its binding affinity,
function, etc [90]. Grounded in network medicine principles, graph machine learning is commonly applied to
learn molecular representations of proteins and their physical interactions for predicting protein function.

At the genomic level (Section 5), genetic elements are incorporated into networks by extracting coding
genes’ co-expression information from transcriptomic data. Single-cell and spatial molecular profiling have
further enabled the mapping of genetic interactions at the cellular and tissue level. Investigating the cellular
circuitry of molecular functions in the resulting gene co-expression or regulatory networks can uncover
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Figure 3: Overview of biomedical applications areas. Networks are prevalent across biomedical areas, from the molecular
level to the healthcare systems level. Protein structures and therapeutic compounds can be modeled as a network where nodes
represent atoms and edges indicate a bond between pairs of atoms. Protein interaction networks contain nodes that represent
proteins and edges that indicate physical interactions (top left). Drug interaction networks are comprised of drug nodes connected
by synergistic or antagonistic relationships (bottom left). Protein- and drug-interaction networks can be combined using an edge
type that signifies a protein being a “target" of a drug (left). Disease association networks often contain disease nodes with edges
representing co-morbidity (middle). Edges exist between proteins and diseases to indicate proteins (or genes) associated with a
disease (top middle). Edges exist between drugs and diseases to signify drugs that are indicated for a disease (bottom middle).
Patient-specific data, such as medical images (e.g., spatial networks of cells, tumors, and lymph nodes) and EHRs (e.g., networks of
medical codes and concepts generated by co-occurrences in patients’ records), are often integrated into a cross-domain knowledge
graph of proteins, drugs, and diseases (right). With such vast and diverse biomedical networks, we can derive fundamental insights
about biology and medicine while enabling personalized representations of patients for precision medicine. Note that there are
many other types of edge relations; “targets," “is associated with," “is indicated for," and “has phenotype" are a few examples.
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disease mechanisms. For instance, as implicated by the network parsimony principle [13], shortest path
length in a molecular network between disease-associated components often correlates with causal molecular
pathways [4, 133]. Learned embeddings—using graph representation learning methods—that capture genome-
wide interactions has enhanced disease predictions, even at the resolution of tissues and single cells.

At the therapeutics level (Section 6), networks are composed of drugs (e.g., small compounds), proteins, and
diseases to allow the modeling of drug-drug interactions, binding of drugs to target proteins, and identification
of drug repurposing opportunities. For example, by the corollary of the local hypothesis [13], the topology of
drug combinations are indicative of synergistic or antagonistic relationships [207]. Learning the topology of
graphs containing drug, protein, and disease nodes has improved predictions of candidate drugs for treating a
disease, identification of potential off-target effects, and prioritization of novel drug combinations.

Finally, at the healthcare level (Section 7), patient records, such as medical images and EHRs, can be repre-
sented as networks and incorporated into protein, disease, and drug networks. As an example, given by three
network medicine principles, the local hypothesis, the shared components hypothesis, and the disease module
hypothesis [13], rare disease patients with common neighbors and topology likely have similar phenotypes and
even disease mechanisms [9, 19]. Graph representation learning methods have been successful in integrating
patient records with molecular, genomic, and disease networks to personalize patient predictions.

4 Graph representation learning for molecules
Graph representation learning has been widely used for predicting protein interactions and function [59, 100].
Specifically, the inductive ability of graph convolution neural networks to generalize to data points unseen
during model training (Section 2.2) and even generate new data points from scratch graph by decoding
latent representation from the embedding space (Section 2.3) has enabled the discovery of new molecules,
interactions, and functions [53, 77, 204].

4.1 Modeling protein molecular graphs
Computationally elucidating protein structure has been an ongoing challenge for decades [46]. Since protein
structures are folded into complex 3D structures, it is natural to represent them as graphs. For example, we
construct a contact distance graph where nodes are individual residues and edges are determined by a physical
distance threshold [88]. Edges can also be defined by the ordering of amino acids in the primary sequence [88].
Spatial relationships between residues (e.g., distances, angles) may be used as features for edges [61].

We then model the 3D protein structures by capturing dependencies in their sequences of amino acids
(e.g., applyingGNNs (Section 2.2) to learn each node’s local neighborhood structure) in order to generate protein
embeddings [61, 92]. After learning short- and long-range dependencies across sequences corresponding to their
3D structures to produce embeddings of proteins, we can predict primary sequences from 3D structures [92].
Alternatively, we can use a hierarchical process of learning atom connectivity motifs to capture molecular
structure at varying levels of granularity (e.g., at the motif-, connectivity-, and atomic-levels) in our protein
embeddings, with which we can generate new 3D structures—a difficult task due to computational constraints
of being both generalizable across different classes of molecules and flexible to a wide range of sizes [97]. As the
field of machine learning for molecules is vast, we refer readers to existing reviews on molecular design [46, 56],
graph generation [71], and molecular properties prediction [46, 191], and Section 6.1 on therapeutic compound
design and generation.
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4.2 Quantifying protein interactions
Many have integrated various data modalities, including chemical structure, binding affinities, physical and
chemical principles, and amino acid sequences, to improve protein interaction quantification [46]. GNNs
(as described in Section 4.1) are commonly used to generate representations of proteins based on chemical
(e.g., free electrons’ and protons donors’ locations) and geometric (e.g., distance-dependent curvature) features
to predict protein pocket-ligand and protein-protein interactions sites [62]; intra- and inter-molecule residue
contact graphs to predict intra- and inter-molecular energies, binding affinities, and quality measures for a
pair of molecular complexes [25]; and ligand- and receptor-protein graphs to predict whether a pair of residues
from the ligand and receptor proteins is a part of an interface [61]. Combining evolutionary, topological, and
energetic information about molecules enables the scoring of docked conformations based on the similarity
of random walks simulated on a pair of protein graphs (refer to graph kernel metrics in SI Note 3) [64].

Due to experimental and resource constraints, the most updated PPI networks are still limited in their number
of nodes (proteins) and edges (physical interactions) [122]. Topology-basedmethods have been shown to capture
and leverage the dynamics of biological systems to enrich existing PPI networks [113]. Predominant methods
first apply graph convolutions (Section 2.2) to aggregate structural information in the graphs of interest (e.g., PPI
networks, ligand-receptor networks), then use sequence modeling to learn the dependencies in amino acid
sequences, and finally concatenate the two outputs for predicting the presence of physical interactions [121, 204].
Interestingly, such concatenated outputs have been treated as “image" inputs to CNNs [121], demonstrating the
synergy of graph- and non-graph based machine learning methods. Similar graph convolution methods are
also used to remove less credible interactions, thereby constructing a more reliable PPI network [206].

4.3 Interpreting protein functions and cellular phenotypes
Characterizing a protein’s function in specific biological contexts is a challenging and experimentally intensive
task [136, 228]. However, innovating graph representation learning techniques to represent protein structures
and interactions has facilitated protein function prediction [224], especially when we leverage existing gene
ontologies and transcriptomic data.

Gene Ontology (GO) terms [42] are a standardized vocabulary for describing molecular functions, biological
processes, and cellular locations of gene products [223]. They have been built as a hierarchical graph that
GNNs then leverage to learn dependencies of the terms [223], or directly used as protein function labels [58, 59].
In the latter case, we typically construct sequence similarity networks, combine them with PPI networks, and
integrate protein features (e.g. amino acid sequence, protein domains, subcellular location, gene expression
profiles) to predict protein function [58, 59]. Others have even created gene interaction networks using
transcriptomic data [53, 79] to capture context-specific interactions between genes, which PPI networks lack.

Alternative graph representation learning methods for predicting protein function include defining diffusion-
based distance metrics on PPI networks for predicting protein function [24]; using the theory of topological
persistence to compute signatures of a protein based on its 3D structure [49]; and applying topological data
analysis to extract features from protein contact networks created from 3D coordinates [130] (SI Note 3). Many
have also adopted an attention mechanism for protein sequence embeddings generated by a Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) model to enable interpretability [139, 182], showcasing
the synergy of graph-based and language models.
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Box 2: Learning multi-scale representations of proteins and cell types (Figure 4a)

Graph dataset. Activation of gene products can vary considerably across cells. Single-cell transcriptomic
and proteomic data captures the heterogeneity of gene expression across diverse types of cells [105, 167].
With the help of GNNs, we inject cell type specific expression information into our construction of
cell type specific gene interaction networks [115, 135, 155]. To do so, we need a global protein interaction
network [122, 166].

Learning task. On a global gene interaction network, we perform multilabel node classification to
predict whether a gene is activated in a specific cell type based on single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq)
experiments. In particular, if there are𝑁 cell types identified in a given experiment, each gene is associated
with a vector of length 𝑁 . Given the gene interaction network and label vectors for a select number
of genes, the task is to train a model that predicts every element of the vector for a new gene such that
predicted values indicate the probabilities of gene activation in various cell types (Figure 4a). To enable
inductive learning, we split our nodes (i.e., genes) into train, validation, and test sets such that we can
generalize to never-before-seen genes.

Impact. Generating gene embeddings that consider differential expression at the cell type level enables
predictions at a single cell resolution, with considerations for factors including disease/cell states and
temporal/spatial dependencies [153, 155]. Implications of such cell-type aware gene embeddings extend
to cellular function prediction and identification of cell-type-specific disease features [115]. For example,
quantifying ligand-receptor interactions using single cell expression data has elucidated intercellular
interactions in tumor microenvironments (e.g., via CellPhoneDB [55] or NicheNet [18]). In fact, upon
experimental validation of the predicted cell-cell interactions in distinct spatial regions of tissues and/or
tumors, these studies have demonstrated the importance of spatial heterogeneity in tumors [219]. Further,
unlike most non-graph based methods, like autoencoders, GNNs are able to model dependencies (e.g.,
physical interactions) between proteins as well as single-cell expression [8, 176].

5 Graph representation learning for genomics
Diseases are classified based on the presenting symptoms of patients, which can be caused by molecular
dysfunctions, such as genetic mutations. As a result, diagnosing diseases requires knowledge about alterations
in the transcription of coding genes to capture genome-wide associations driving disease acquisition and
progression. Graph representation learning methods allow us to analyze heterogeneous networks of multi-
modal data and make predictions across domains, from genomic level data (e.g., gene expression, copy number
information) to clinically relevant data (e.g., pathophysiology, tissue localization).

5.1 Leveraging gene expression measurements
Comparing transcriptomic profiles from healthy individuals to those of patients with a specific disease informs
clinicians of its causal genes. As gene expression is the direct readout of perturbation effects, changes in gene
expression are often used to model disease-specific co-expression or regulatory interactions between genes.
Further, injecting gene expression data into PPI networks has identified disease biomarkers, which are then
used to more accurately classify diseases of interest.

Methods that rely solely on gene expression data typically transform the co-expression matrix into a more
topologically meaningful form [78, 127, 143]. Gene expression data can be transformed into a colored graph
that captures the shape of the data (e.g., using TDA [143]; refer to SI Note 3), which then enables downstream
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analysis using network science metrics and graph machine learning. Topological landscapes present in gene
expression data can be vectorized and fed into a GCN to classify the disease type [127]. Alternatively, gene
expression data can directly be used to construct disease and gene networks that are then input into a joint
matrix factorization and GCN method to draw disease-gene associations, akin to a recommendation task
(Section 2.2) [78]. Further, applying a joint GCN, VAE, and GAN framework (Section 2.3) to gene correlation
networks—initialized with a subset of gene expression matrices—can generate disease networks with the
desired properties [203].

Because gene expression data can be noisy and variational, recent advances include fusing the co-expression
matrices with existing biomedical networks, such as GO annotations and PPI, and feeding the resulting
graph into graph convolution layers (Section 2.2) [36, 45, 154]. Doing so has enabled more interpretable disease
classification models (e.g., weighting gene interactions based on existing biological knowledge). However,
despite the utility of PPI networks, they have been reported to limit models trained solely on PPI networks
because they are unable to capture all gene regulatory activities [152]. To this end, graph representation learning
methods, such as GNNs, have been developed to learn robust and meaningful representations of molecules
despite the incomplete interactome [90] and to inductively infer new edges between pairs of nodes [119].

5.2 Injecting single cell and spatial information into molecular networks
Single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data lend themselves to graph representation learning to model
cellular differential processes [20, 155] and disease states [153]. In particular, a predominant approach to analyze
scRNA-seq datasets is to transform them into gene similarity networks, such as gene co-expression networks,
or cell similarity networks by correlating gene expression readouts across individual cells. Applied to such
networks, graph representation learning can impute scRNA-seq data [89, 186], predict cell clusters [28, 186], etc.
Cell similarity graphs have also been created using autoencoders by first embedding gene expression readouts
and then connecting genes based on how similar their embeddings are [186]. Alternatively, variational graph
autoencoders produce cell embeddings and interpretable attention weights indicating what genes the model
attends to when deriving an embedding for a given cell [21]. Beyond GNNs and graph autoencoders, learning
a manifold over a cell state space can quantify the effects of experimental perturbations [20]. To this end, cell
similarity graphs are constructed for control and treated samples and used to estimate the likelihood of a cell
population observed under a given perturbation [20].

Spatial molecular profiling can measure both gene expression at the cellular level and location of cells in a
tissue [131]. As a result, spatial transcriptomics data can be used to construct cell graphs [213], spatial gene
expression graphs [146], gene co-expression networks, or molecular similarity graphs [80]. Creating cell
neighborhood and spatial gene expression graphs require a distance metric, as edges are determined based on
spatial proximity, while gene co-expression and molecular similarity graphs need a threshold applied on the
gene expression data [80]. From such networks, graph representation learning methods produce embeddings
that capture the network topology and that can be further optimized for downstream tasks. For instance, a
cell neighborhood graph and a gene pair expression matrix enable classic GNNs to predict ligand-receptor
interactions [213]. In fact, as ligand-receptor interactions are directed, they could be used to infer causal
interactions of previously unknown ligand-receptor pairs [132, 213].
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Box 3: Learning representations of diseases and phenotypes (Figure 4b)

Graph dataset. Symptoms are observable characteristics that typically result from interactions between
genotypes. Physicians utilize a standardized vocabulary of symptoms, i.e., phenotypes, to describe human
diseases. Thus, we model diseases as collections of associated phenotypes to diagnose patients based on
their presenting symptoms. Consider a graph built from the standardized vocabulary of phenotypes,
e.g., the Human Phenotype Ontology [156] (HPO). The HPO forms a directed acyclic graph with nodes
representing phenotypes and edges indicating hierarchical relationships between them; however, it is
typically treated as an undirected graph in most implementations of GNNs. A disease described by a set
of its phenotypes corresponds to a subset of nodes in the HPO, forming a subgraph of the HPO. Note that
a subgraph can contain many disconnect components dispersed across the entire graph [9].

Learning task. Given a dataset of HPO subgraphs and disease labels for a select number of them, the
task is to generate an embedding for every subgraph and use the learned subgraph embeddings to predict
the disease most consistent with the set of phenotypes that the embedding represents [9] (Figure 4b).

Impact. Modeling diseases as rich graph structures, such as subgraphs, enables a more flexible represen-
tation of diseases than relying on individual nodes or edges. As a result, we can better resolve complex
phenotypic relationships and improve differentiation of diseases or disorders.

6 Graph representation learning for therapeutics
Modern drug discovery requires elucidating a candidate drug’s chemical structure, identifying its drug targets,
quantifying its efficacy and toxicity, and detecting its potential side effects [13, 69, 85, 151]. Because such
processes are costly and time-consuming, in silico approaches have been adopted into the drug discovery
pipeline. However, cross-domain expertise is necessary to develop a drug with the optimal binding affinity
and specificity to biomarkers, maximal therapy efficacy, and minimal adverse effects. As a result, it is critical to
integrate chemical structure information, protein interactions, and clinically relevant data (e.g., indications and
reported side effects) into predictivemodels for drug discovery and repurposing. Graph representation learning
has been successful in characterizing drugs at the systems level without patient data to make predictions about
interactions with other drugs, protein targets, side effects, diseases [33, 35, 63, 74, 126, 217].

6.1 Modeling compound molecular graphs
Similar to proteins, small compounds are modeled as 2D and 3D molecular graphs such that nodes are atoms
and edges are bonds. Each atom and bond may include features, such as atomic mass, atomic number, and
bond type, to be included in the model [162, 168]. Edges can also be added to indicate pairwise spatial distance
between two atoms [65], or directed with information on bond angles and rotations incorporated into the
molecular graph [104].

Representing molecules as graphs has improved predictions on various quantum chemistry properties. In-
tuitively, message passing steps (i.e., in GNNs (Section 2.2)) aggregate information from neighboring atoms
and bonds to learn the local chemistry of each atom [168]. For example, generating representations of the
atoms, distances, and angles to be propagated along the molecular graph has allowed us to identify the an-
gle and direction of interactions between atoms [104]. Producing atom-centered representations based on
a weighted combination of their neighbors’ features (i.e., using an attention mechanism) is able to model
interactions among reactants for predicting organic reaction outcomes [41]. Alternatively, molecular graphs
have been decomposed into a “junction tree," where each node represents a substructure in the molecule, to
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learn representations of both the molecular graph and the junction tree for generating new molecules with
desirable properties (Section 2.3) [98]. Due to the major challenge of finding novel and diverse compounds with
specific chemical properties, iteratively editing fragments of a molecular graph during training has improved
predictions for high-quality candidates targeting our proteins of interest [197].

6.2 Quantifying drug-drug and drug-target interactions
Corresponding to molecular structure is binding affinity and specificity to biomarkers. Such measurements
are important for ensuring that a drug is effective in treating its intended disease, and does not have significant
off-target effects [191]. However, quantifying these metrics requires labor- and cost-intensive experiments [46,
191]. Modeling small compounds’ and protein targets’ molecular structure as well as their binding affinities
and specificity, for instance, using graph representation learning has enabled accelerated investigation of
interactions between a given drug and protein target.

First, we learn representations of drugs and targets using graph-based methods, such as TDA [6] or shallow
network embedding approaches [68]. Concretely, TDA (refer to SI Note 3) transforms experimental data into a
graph where nodes represent compounds and edges indicate a level of similarity between them [6]. Shallow
network embedding techniques are also used to generate embeddings for drugs and targets by computing
drug-drug, drug-target, and target-target similarities (Section 2.1) [175]. Non-graph based methods have also
been used to construct graphs that are then fed into a graph representation learning model to generate
embeddings. K-nearest neighbors, for instance, is a common used method to construct drug and target
similarity networks [174]. The resulting embeddings are fed into downstream machine learning models.

Fusing compound sequence, structure, and clinical implications has significantly improved drug-drug and
drug-target interaction predictions. For example, attention mechanisms have been applied on drug graphs,
with chemical structures and side effects as features, to generate interpretable predictions of drug-drug
interactions [124]. Also, two separate GNNs may be used to learn representations of protein and small
molecule graphs for predicting drug-target affinity [94]. To be flexible with other graph- and non-graph-based
methods, protein structure representations generated by graph convolutions has been combined with protein
sequence representations (e.g., shallow network embedding methods or CNNs) to predict the probability of
compound-protein interactions [30, 117, 150, 178].

6.3 Identifying drug-disease associations and biomarkers for complex disease
Part of the drug discovery pipeline is minimizing adverse drug events [46, 191]. But, in addition to high financial
cost, the experiments required to measure drug-drug interactions and toxicity face a combinatorial explosion
problem [46]. Graph representation learning methods enables in silicomodeling of drug action, which allows
for more efficient ranking of candidate drugs for repurposing, such as by considering gene expression data,
gene ontologies, drug similarity, and other clinically relevant data regarding side effects and indications.

Drug and disease representations have been learned on homogeneous graphs of drugs, diseases, or targets.
For instance, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms may be used to construct a drug-disease graph, from
which latent representations of drugs and diseases are learned using various graph embedding algorithms,
including DeepWalk and LINE (Section 2.1) [72]. TDA (refer to SI Note 3) has also been applied to construct
graphs of drugs, targets, and diseases separately, from which representations of such entities are learned and
optimized for downstream prediction [187].

To emphasize the systems-level complexity of diseases, recent methods fuse multimodal data to generate
heterogeneous graphs. For example, neighborhood information are aggregated from heterogeneous networks
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comprised of drug, target, and disease information to predict drug-target interactions (Section 2.2) [184]. In
other instances, PPI networks are combinedwith genomic features to predict drug sensitivity using GNNs [196].
As a result, approaches that integrate cross-domain knowledge as a vast heterogeneous network and/or into
the model’s architecture seem better equipped to elucidate drug action.

Box 4: Learning representations of drugs and drug combinations (Figure 4c)

Graph dataset. Combination therapies are increasingly used to treat complex and chronic diseases.
However, it is experimentally intensive and costly to evaluate whether two or more drugs interact with
each other and lead to effects that go beyond additive effects of individual drugs in the combination.
Graph representation learning has been equipped to leverage perturbation experiments performed across
cell lines to predict the response of never-before-seen cell lines with mutation(s) of interest (e.g., disease-
causing) to drug combinations. Consider a multimodal network of protein-protein, protein-drug, and
drug-drug interactions where nodes are proteins and drugs, and edges of different types indicate physical
contacts between proteins, the binding of drugs to their target proteins, and interactions between drugs
(e.g., synergistic effects, where the effects of the combination are larger than the sum of each drug’s
individual effect) [95, 226]. Such a multimodal drug-protein network is constructed for every cell line,
yielding a collection of cell line specific networks (Figure 4c) [95].

Learning task. From a single cell line’s drug-protein network, we predict whether two or more drugs
are interacting in the cell line [95]. Concretely, we embed nodes of a drug-protein network into a compact
embedding space such that distances between node embeddings correspond to similarities of nodes’
local neighborhoods in the network. We then use the learned embeddings to decode drug-drug edges,
and predict probabilities of two drugs interacting based on their embeddings. Next, we apply transfer
learning to leverage the knowledge gained from one cell line specific network to accelerate the training
and improve the accuracy across other cell line specific networks (Figure 4c) [101]. Specifically, we develop
a model using one cell line’s drug-protein network, “reuse” the model on the next cell line’s drug-protein
network, and repeat until we have trained on drug-protein networks from all cell lines.

Impact. Not only are non-graph based methods unsuited to capture topological dependencies between
drugs and targets, most predictive models for drug combinations do not consider tissue or cell-line
specificity of drugs. Because drugs’ effects on the body are not uniform, it is crucial to account for such
anatomical differences. Further, the ability to prioritize candidate drug combinations in silico could reduce
the cost of developing and testing them experimentally, thereby enabling robust evaluation of the most
promising combinatorial therapies.

7 Graph representation learning for healthcare
Graph representation learning has been used to fuse multimodal knowledge with patient records to better
enable precision medicine. Two modes of patient data successfully integrated using deep graph learning are
histopathological images [15, 31] and EHRs [38, 116].

7.1 Leveraging networks for diagnostic imaging
Medical images of patients, including histopathology slides, enable clinicians to comprehensively observe
the effects of a disease on the patient’s body [73]. Medical images, such as large whole histopathology slides,
are typically converted into cell spatial graphs, where nodes represent cells in the image and edges indicate
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that a pair of cells is adjacent in space. Deep graph learning has been shown to detect subtle signs of disease
progression in the images while integrating other modalities (e.g., tissue localization [147] and genomic
features [31]) to improve medical image processing.

Cell-tissue graphs generated from histopathological images are able to encode the spatial context of cells and
tissues for a given patient. Cell morphology and tissue micro-architecture information can be aggregated
from cell graphs to grade cancer histology images (e.g., using GNNs (Section 2.2)) [2, 11, 31, 225]. An example
aggregation method is pooling with an attention mechanism to infer relevant patches in the image [2]. Further,
cell morphology and interactions, tissue morphology and spatial distribution, cell-to-tissue hierarchies, and
spatial distribution of cells with respect to tissues can be captured in a cell-to-tissue graph, upon which a
hierarchical GNN can learn representations using these different data modalities [147]. Because interpretability
is critical for models aimed to generate patient-specific predictions, post-hoc graph pruning optimization
may be performed on a cell graph generated from a histopathology image to define subgraphs explaining the
original cell graph analysis [93].

Graph representation learning methods have also been proven successful for classifying other types of medical
images. GNNs are able to model relationships between lymph nodes to compute the spread of lymph node
gross tumor volume based on radiotherapy CT images (Section 2.2) [26]. MRI images can be converted into
graphs that GNNs are applied to for classifying the progression of Alzheimer’s Disease [10, 165, 190]. GNNs
are also shown to leverage relational structures like similarities among chest X-rays to improve downstream
tasks, such as disease diagnosis and localization [128]. Alternatively, TDA can generate graphs of whole-slide
images, which include tissues from various patient sources (SI Note 3), and GNNs are then used to classify the
stage of colon cancer [111].

Further, spatial molecular profiling benefits from methodological advancements made for medical images.
With spatial gene expression graphs (weighted and undirected) and corresponding histopathology images,
gene expression information are aggregated to generate embeddings of genes that could then be used to
investigate spatial domains (e.g., differentiate between cancer and noncancer regions in tissues) [84]. Since
multimodal data enables more robust predictions, GNNs (Section 2.2) have been applied to generate cell spatial
graphs from histopathology images and then fuse genomic and transcriptomic data for predicting treatment
response and resistance, histopathology grading, and patient survival [31].

7.2 Personalizing medical knowledge networks with patient records
Electronic health records are typically represented by ICD (International Classification ofDisease) codes [38, 116].
The hierarchical information inherent to ICD codes (medical ontologies) naturally lend itself to creating
a rich network of medical knowledge. In addition to ICD codes, medical knowledge can take the form of
other data types, including presenting symptoms, molecular data, drug interactions, and side effects. By
integrating patient records into our networks, graph representation learning is well-equipped to advance
precision medicine by generating predictions tailored to individual patients.

Methods that embed medical entities, including EHRs and medical ontologies, leverage the inherently hierar-
chical structure in the medical concepts KG [159]. Low dimensional embeddings of EHR data can be generated
by separately considering medical services, doctors, and patients in shallow network embeddings (Section 2.1)
and graph neural networks (Section 2.2) [129, 194]. Alternatively, attention mechanisms may be applied on EHR
data and medical ontologies to capture the parent-child relationships [38, 123, 172]. Rather than assuming a
certain structure in the EHRs, a Graph Convolution Transformer can even learn the hidden EHR structure [39].

EHRs also have underlying spatial and/or temporal dependencies [29] that many methods have recently
taken advantage of to perform time-dependent prediction tasks. A mixed pooling multi-view self-attention
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autoencoder has generated patient representations for predicting either a patient’s risk of developing a disease
in a future visit, or the diagnostic codes of the next visit [40]. A combined LSTM and GNNmodel has also been
used to represent patient status sequences and temporal medical event graphs, respectively, to predict future
prescriptions or disease codes (Section 2.2) [110, 120]. Alternatively, a patient graph may be constructed based
on the similarity of patients, and patient embeddings learned by an LSTM-GNN architecture are optimized
to predict patient outcomes [157]. An ST-GCN [201] is designed to utilize the underlying spatial and temporal
dependencies of EHR data for generating patient diagnoses [116].

EHRs are often supplemented with other modalities, such as diseases, symptoms, molecular data, drug
interactions, etc [29, 107, 140, 221]. A probabilistic KG of EHR data, which include medical history, drug
prescriptions, and laboratory examination results, has been used to consider the semantic relations between
EHR entities in a shallow network embedding method (Section 2.1) [114]. Meta-paths may alternatively be
exploited in an EHR-derived KG to leverage higher order, semantically important relations for disease
classification [82]. Initializing node features for drugs and diseases using Skipgram and then applying GNN
leverages multi-layer message-passing to predict adverse drug events [107]. Moreover, combined RNNs
and GNNs models have been applied to EHR data integrated with drug and disease interactions to better
recommend medication combinations [163].

Box 5: Fusing personalized health information with knowledge graphs (Figure 4d)

Graph dataset. To realize precision medicine, we need robust methods that can inject biomedical
knowledge into patient-specific information to produce actionable and trustworthy predictions [43]. Since
EHRs can also be represented by networks, we are able to fuse patients’ EHR networks with biomedical
networks, thus enabling graph representation learning to make predictions on patient-specific features.
Consider a knowledge graph, where nodes and edges represent different types of bioentities and their
various relationships, respectively. Examples of relationsmay include “up-/down-regulate,” “treats,” “binds,”
“encodes,” and “localizes” [140]. To integrate patients into the network, we create a distinct meta node to
represent each patient, and add edges between the patient’s meta node and its associated bioentity nodes
(Figure 4d).

Learning tasks. We learn node embeddings for each patient while predicting (via edge regression) the
probability of a patient developing a specific disease or of a drug effectively treating the patient (Figure 4d)
[140].

Impact. Precision medicine requires an understanding of patient-specific data as well as the underlying
biological mechanisms of disease and healthy states. Most networks do not consider patient data, which
can prevent robust predictions of patients’ conditions and potential responsiveness to drugs. The ability
to integrate patient data with biomedical knowledge can address such issues.
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Figure 4: Representation learning in four areas of biology and medicine. We present a case study on (a) cell-type aware
protein representation learning via multilabel node classification (details in Box 2), (b) disease classification using subgraphs (details
in Box 3), (c) cell-line specific prediction of interacting drug pairs via edge regression with transfer learning across cell lines (details
in Box 4), and (d) integration of health data into knowledge graphs to predict patient diagnoses or treatments via edge regression
(details in Box 5).
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8 Outlook
As graph representation learning has aided in the mapping of genotypes to phenotypes, leveraging graph
representation learning for fine-scale mapping of variants is a promising new direction [193]. By re-imagining
GWAS and expression Quantitative Trait Loci (eQTL) studies [179] as networks, we can already begin to
discover biologically meaningful modules to highlight key genes involved in the underlying mechanisms of a
disease [188]. We can alternatively seed network propagation with QTL candidate genes [193]. Additionally,
because graphs can model long-range dependencies or interactions, we can model chromatin elements and
the effects of their binding to regions across the genome as a network [48, 108]. We could even reconstruct
3D chromosomal structures by predicting 3D coordinates for nodes derived from a Hi-C contact map [83].
Further, as spatial molecular profiling has enabled profound discoveries for diseases, graph representation
learning repertoire to analyze such datasets will continue to expand. For instance, with dynamic GNNs, we
may be able to better capture changes in expression levels observed in single cell RNA sequencing data over
time or as a result of a perturbation [20, 50].

Effective integration of healthcare data with knowledge about molecular, genomic, disease-level, and drug-
level data can help generate more accurate and interpretable predictions about the biological systems of health
and disease [60]. Given the utility of graphs in both the biological and medical domains, there has been a
major push to generate knowledge graphs that synthesize and model multi-scaled, multi-modal data, from
genotype-phenotype associations to population-scale epidemiological dynamics. In public health, spatial and
temporal networks can model space- and time-dependent observations (e.g., disease states, susceptibility to
infection [125]) to spot trends, detect anomalies, and interpret temporal dynamics.

As artificial intelligence tools implementing graph representation learning algorithms are increasingly em-
ployed in clinical applications, it is essential to ensure that representations are explainable [208], fair [3], and
robust [218], and that existing tools are revisited in light of algorithmic bias and health disparities [144].
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1 Further Information on Graph Notation and Definitions

Graph-theoretic elements. Graphs consist of the following key elements:

• Node v represents a biomedical entity, ranging from atoms to patients.

• Edge eu,v is a relation or link between node entities u and v, such as a bond between atoms, an

affinity between molecules, a disease association between phenotypes, and a referral between a

patient and a doctor. We denote the edge set in the graph as E and the complementary non-edge

set as Ec. The edge can be directed, oriented such that it points from a source (or head node)

to a destination (or tail node). The edge can also be undirected, where the nodes have two-way

relations.

• Graph G = (V , E) consists of a collection of nodes V that are connected by an edge set E , such

as a molecular graph or protein interaction network. Adjacency matrix A is commonly used to

represent a graph, where each entry Au,v is 1 if nodes u, v are connected, and 0 otherwise. Au,v

can also be the edge weight between nodes u, v. We denote the number of the nodes |V| = n

and the number of edges |E| = m.

• Subgraph S = (VS, ES) is a subset of a graph G = (V , E), where VS ⊆ V , ES ⊆ E . Examples

include disease modules in a protein interaction network or communities in a patient-doctor

referral network.

• Node Feature xv ∈ Rd describes attributes of node v. The node feature matrix is denoted as

X ∈ Rn×d. Similarly, we can have edge features xeu,v ∈ Rc for edge eu,v collected together into

edge feature matrix Xe ∈ Rm×c.

• Label is a target value associated with either a node Yv, an edge Ye, a subgraph YS , or a graph

YG.

Walks and paths in graphs. A walk of length l from node v1 to node vl is a sequence of nodes

and edges v1
e1,2−−→ v2 · · · vl−1

el−1,l−−−→ vl. A (simple) path is a type of walks where all nodes in the

walk are distinct. For every two nodes u, v in the graph G, we define the distance d(u, v) as the

length of the shortest path between them. In a heterogeneous graph, a meta-path is a sequence of

node types Vi and their edge types Ri,j: V1
R1,2−−→ V2 · · ·Vl−1

Rl−1,l−−−→ Vl.
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Local neighborhoods. For a node v, we denote its neighborhood N (v) as the collection of nodes

that are connected to v, and its degree is the size of N (v). The k hop neighborhood of node v is

the set of nodes that are exactly k hops away from node v: N k(v) = {u|d(u, v) = k}.

Graph types. The following types of graphs are commonly considered to model complex biomed-

ical systems.

• Simple, weighted, and attributed graphs. A simple graph G = (V , E) is fully described by nodes

V and edges E . For example, a set of binary PPIs gives rise to an unweighted PPI network.

Further, nodes and edges can be accompanied by single-dimensional (e.g., edge weights) or

multi-dimensional attribute vectors describing node and edge properties. For example, each

node in a cell-cell interaction network can have a gene expression attribute vector encoding the

gene’s expression profile.

• Multimodal or heterogeneous graphs. Multimodal or heterogeneous graphs consist of nodes of

different types (node type set A) connected by diverse kinds of edges (edge type setR). For ex-

ample, in a drug-target-disease interaction network, nodes representA = {drugs, proteins, diseases}
and edges indicateR = {drug-target binding, disease-associated mutations, treatments}.

• Knowledge graphs. A biomedical knowledge graph is a heterogeneous graph that captures

knowledge retrieved from literature and biorepositories. A knowledge graph is given by a set

of triplets (u, r, v) ∈ V ×R×V , where nodes u, v belong to node typesA and are connected by

edges with type r ∈ R.

• Multi-layer graphs. Multi-layer graphs capture hierarchical relations by grouping individual net-

works into different layers. Formally, we have a set of networks G1, · · · , Gn and l layers where

each layer corresponds to a set of networks. Different layers can represent distinct contexts, such

as tissues or diseases. Edges can also be added across layers. For example, each tissue can be

represented with a tissue-specific PPI network, and PPIs for every tissue can be organized by

tissue taxonomy, where each layer corresponds to a tissue taxonomy. Inter-layer edges can be

connected for the same proteins across tissues 1.

• Temporal graphs. Biomedical systems evolve over time. A temporal graph consists of a sequence

of graphsG1, · · · , GT ordered by time, where at each time step t, we observe a subset of all nodes

and their activity. For example, a human brain can be modeled as a temporal graph of brain

regions showing task-related increases in neural activity at time t (e.g., greater activity during an

experimental task than during a baseline state) and linked based on functional connectivity at t.
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• Spatial graphs. Nodes or edges in a spatial graph are spatial elements usually associated with

coordinates in one, two, or three dimensions, e.g., a spatial representation of cell-cell interactions

in the 3-dimensional (3D) Euclidean tissue environment or a 3D point cloud of the protein’s

atomic coordinates. Spatial graphs are defined by having nodes or edges with spatial locations.

This small modification to aspatial graphs has profound effects on how these graphs are used

and interpreted because a spatial graph is a location map of points with the constraints of space

rather than an abstract structure.

The graph types described above can be combined to give rise to new objects, such as multi-layer

spatial graphs or multimodal temporal graphs.

2 Overview of Graph Machine Learning Tasks
We divide machine learning tasks on biomedical graphs into three broad categories: graph pre-

diction, latent graph learning, and graph generation. Each category is associated with several

individual graph machine learning tasks.

Canonical graph prediction. Graph prediction aims to predict a label in the graph. The label can

be associated with any unit of the graph. There are four canonical graph learning tasks: (1) Node

classification/regression aims to find a function f : V → YV that predicts the label of a node in the

graph; (2) Link prediction aims to find a function f : E ∪ Ec → {0, 1}) to predict whether there

exists a link between a given pair of nodes in the graph; (3) Edge classification/regression aims to

find a function f : E → YE that predicts the label of an edge; (4) Graph classification/regression

aims to find a function f : G → YG that maps each graph in a graph set to the correct label.

Other graph prediction tasks. In addition to the four standard prediction tasks on graphs, there

are additional tasks that are particularly important for biomedical graphs: (1) Module detection

aims to detect a subgraph module in the graph that contributes to a variable; (2) Clustering or

community detection aims to partition the graphs into a set of subgraphs such that each subgraph

contains similar nodes; (3) Subgraph classification/regression aims to predict a label for the sub-

graph or module; (4) Dynamic graph prediction aims to perform the above prediction tasks in a

sequence of dynamic graphs.

Latent graph learning. While graph prediction tasks predict given the graph-structured data,

latent graph learning aims to obtain a function f : V ,X → E to learn the underlying graph

structure (e.g., edges) given only the nodes and their feature attributes. The learned graph can be

used to (1) perform graph prediction tasks; (2) obtain the inherent topology of the data; and (3)
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generate latent low-dimensional representations of the feature attributes.

Graph generation. The objective of graph generation is to generate a never-before-seen graph G

with some properties of interest. Given a set of training graphs G with certain shared characteris-

tics, the task is to learn a function f : G → DG to obtain a distribution DG that characterizes the

training graphs. Then, the learned distribution can be used to generate a new graph G′, which has

the same characteristics as or optimized properties compared to the training graphs.

3 Further Details on Representation Learning Approaches
We here review four important graph representation learning approaches beyond those surveyed in

the main text. In particular, we describe:

• Graph theoretic techniques (Section 3.1): Networks model relations among real world sub-

jects. Such relations form patterns of structures in the network. These patterns can be quan-

tified by expert-defined statistics to characterize the role of nodes, links, or subgraphs. These

statistics can be used to represent elements in the graph.

• Network propagation methods (Section 3.2): Nodes in a graph influence each other along the

paths. Diffusion measures these spreads of influences. By aggregating diffusion from neigh-

boring nodes to the target node, a diffusion profile captures the local connectivity patterns of

the target node.

• Topological data analysis (Section 3.3): A dataset has an underlying structure. Topologi-

cal data analysis (TDA) analyzes the topology of the data to generate an underlying graph

structure. Two main frameworks exist. One is called persistent homology 2, which obtains a

vector that quantifies various topological shapes at different spatial resolutions. The other is

called Mapper 3, 4, which first clusters topologically similar data into a node, where similar-

ity is defined by a filter function, and then connects the clusters as the backbone of the data

topology. The output is a graph that characterizes the topology of data.

• Manifold learning (Section 3.4): Real-world data is usually high-dimensional. To better

interpret them, a mapping to find the low-dimensional characterization of the data is ideal.

This mapping is called manifold learning, or non-linear dimensionality reduction.

3.1 Graph theoretic techniques

Networks model relations among real world subjects. Such relations form patterns of structures

in the network. Among the network science community, many have studied these patterns of
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graph structures, and proposed graph statistics to measure their characteristics. We summarize

such statistics into the following three categories: node-, link-, and subgraph-level statistics. See

Figure 1a for an illustration of network statistics.

Node-level techniques. The goal of node-level statistics is to measure the role of a node u in a

graph. For instance, betweenness 5 calculates the number of shortest paths that pass through the

node. A node with high betweenness is called a bottleneck because it controls the information flow

of the network. Various centrality statistics are proposed to measure the various roles of a node

regarding its structure and function. For example, k-core 6 measures the position of the node in the

graph.

Link-level techniques. Statistics have been demonstrated as a powerful tool for link prediction.

They are used to represent the likelihood that a link exists between two nodes. Classic statistics in-

clude common neighbor index, Adamic–Adar index, resource allocation index, etc 7. Most of them

rely on the homophily principle. However, 8 recently showed that the protein-protein interaction

(PPI) network does not follow homophily because interacting proteins are not necessarily similar,

and similar proteins do not necessarily interact. They propose L3, which calculates the number of

paths of length 3, and it shows strong performance in learning PPI networks. For a complete list

of link-level graph statistics methods, we refer readers to 9.

Subgraph-level techniques. Many subnetwork patterns recur in the network. Such patterns are

called motifs, and they are shown to be the basic blocks of complex networks. For instance, a feed-

forward loop is an important three-node motif in gene regulatory networks 10. They have functional

roles, such as increasing the response to signals 11. Individualized motifs for each network can also

be computed through frequent subgraph mining algorithms 12.

3.2 Network diffusion

Nodes in a graph influence each other along the paths. Diffusion measures these spreads of in-

fluences. The typical resulting outcomes of interest include a scalar ψ between every node v to

the source node u that measures the influence, or a diffusion profile ψu for source node u, which

captures the local connectivity patterns (Figure 1b). Many have studied the effect of diffusion in

physics, economics, epidemiology and various formulations have been proposed 13–15. On a very

related line of work, label propagation leverages connected links to propagate labels 16.

Diffusion state distance. One effective method for biomedical networks is the diffusion state

distance 17, which first calculates the number of times a random walk starting at source node will
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visit a destination node given a fixed number of steps, and iterates this process for every destination

node in the graph.

Unsupervised extension. Recent efforts, such as GraphWave 18, adopt an unsupervised learning

method to learn an embedding for each node by leveraging heat wavelet diffusion patterns. The

resulting embeddings allow nodes residing in different parts of a graph to have similar structural

roles within their local network topology.

3.3 Topological data analysis

For a large and high-dimensional dataset D, it is hard to directly gauge their characteristics or

obtain a summary of the data. However, all data have an underlying shape or topology T , which

can be considered as a network. Topological data analysis (TDA) analyzes the topology of the

data to generate an underlying graph structure. There are two major diagrams in TDA: persistent

homology (Figure 1c) and mapper (Figure 1d).

Persistent homology. Persistent homology 2 obtains a vector that quantifies various topological

shapes at different spatial resolutions. As the resolution scale expands, the noise and artifacts

would disappear while the important structure persists. Recent works have used neural networks on

top of persistent diagrams to learn augmented topological features 19, 20. 21 propose a differentiable

persistent homology layer in the network to make any GNN topology-aware.

Mapper. While persistent homology provides a vector of topology, mapper generates a topology

graph 3, 4. This graph is obtained by first clustering topologically similar data into a node, where

similarity is defined by a filter function, and then connecting the clusters as the backbone of the data

topology. The resulting shape can be used to visualize the data and understand data subtypes 22 and

trajectories of development 23. Mapper is highly dependent on the filter function, and it is usually

constructed with domain expertise. Recent works have integrated neural networks to automatically

learn the filter function from the data 24.

3.4 Manifold learning

Real-world data is usually high-dimensional. To better interpret them, a mapping to find the low-

dimensional characterization of the data is ideal. This mapping is called manifold learning, or non-

linear dimensionality reduction (Figure 1e). Note that the underlying manifold can be considered

as a weighted network such that higher weights are assigned to edges between data points that are

closer in the manifold.

In a typical setting, we only have a set of data points, or nodes u1, · · · , un, and their associ-
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ated attributes x1, · · · ,xn without any connections among them. To learn the underlying manifold

using graphs, the first step is to construct an edge set E that connects nodes given some distance

measure. With this connectivity graph, one approach is to apply a graph statistics operator to

directly compute the low-dimensional embedding, such as laplacian eigenmap 25 and isomap 26.

Another approach is to optimize various kinds of cost functions to generate low-dimensional em-

beddings that preserve distance measures on the graph, such as t-SNE 27. However, such methods

are all multi-stage processes in which the outcome depends on the defined distance measures. Re-

cently, a line of research has emerged that can generate embeddings in an end-to-end learnable

manner, where the manifold is learned by the signals from the downstream prediction task 28, 29.

4 Further Details on Mathematical Formulations

Formulation 1 Graph theoretic techniques
Graph theoretic techniques are functions that map network components to real-values

representing aspects of graph structure, such as node proximity 30–32 and node centrality 33.

We use betweenness as an example.

Example. For node u in graph G, the betweenness is calculated as: Bu =
∑

s 6=u6=t
σs,t(u)

σs,t
,

where σs,t is the number of shortest paths between nodes s and t, and σs,t(u) is the number of

shortest paths that pass through node u. Basically, the larger the betweenness, the larger the

influence of this node u on the network.

Formulation 2 Network diffusion
Network diffusion computes the network influence signatures based on propagation on

the networks. We use Diffusion State Distance (DSD) 17 as an example.

Example. For a node u, we calculate its diffusion distance D(u, vi) from every node vi ∈ V as

the expected number of times that pu, a random walk of length k starting from u, will visit vi.

Formally, D(u, vi) = E[sign(vi, pu)], where sign(vi, pu) is 1 if node vi ∈ pu and 0 otherwise.

So, we obtain a vectorD(u) = (D(u, v1), · · · , D(u, vn)). Then, the DSD between nodes u and

v is defined as DSD(u, v) = ‖D(u)−D(v)‖1, the L1-norm of the diffusion vector difference.

Intuitively, DSD measures the differences in the node influence from every other node to see if

they have similar local connectivity.
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Formulation 3 Geometric representations along preassigned guiding functions called fil-
ters

A mapper generates the data topology T from the data D 4, 34. A standard mapper pro-

cedure consists of the following steps:

1. Reference Map. Given a set of data D, we first define a continuous filter function

f : D → Z that assigns every data point in D to a value in Z.

2. Construction of a Covering. A finite covering U = {Uα}α∈A is constructed on Z. Each

cover consists of a set of points Dα, and is the pre-image of the cover Dα = f (−1)(Uα).

3. Clustering. For each subset Dα, we apply a clustering algorithm C that generates Nα

clusters.

4. Topology Graph. Each cluster forms a node. If two clusters share data points inD, then

an edge is formed. The resulting graph is the topology graph T of data D. Formally, the

topology graph is defined as the nerve of the cover by the path-connected components.

Formulation 4 Shallow network embedding
Shallow network embedding generates a mapping that preserves the similarity in the

network 35. Formally, typical shallow network embeddings are learned in the following three

steps:

1. Mapping to an embedding space. Given a pair of nodes u, v in network G, we obtain a

function f to map these nodes to an embedding space to generate hu and hv.

2. Defining network similarity. We next define the network similarity as fn(u, v), and the

embedding similarity as fz(hu,hv).

3. Computing loss. Then, we define the loss L(fn(u, v), fz(hu,hv)), which measures

whether the embedding preserves the distance in the original networks. Finally, we

apply an optimization procedure to minimize the loss L(fn(u, v), fz(hu,hv)).
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Formulation 5 Persistent homology
Given a dataset D, persistent homology generates a persistence diagram (often referred

to as a barcode) that captures the significant topological features in D, such as connected

components, holes, and cavities 36, 37. It consists of the following steps:

1. Construction of the Rips Complex. Consider each data point in the original dataset

D as a vertex. For each pair of vertices u, v, create an edge if the distance between

them is at most ε, i.e., E = {(u, v)|d(u, v) ≤ ε}, given the distance metric d. Consider

a monotonically increasing sequence of ε0, · · · , εn, we then generate a filtration of Rips

complexes G0, · · · , Gn.

2. Homology. Homology characterizes topological structures (e.g., 0-th order homology

measures connected components, 1-st order homology measures holes, 2-nd order ho-

mology measures voids). A class in a k-th order homology is an instantiation of the

homology. In each Rips complex, we can track the various homology classes, which

capture various topological structures. For a rigorous definition of homology, we refer

reader to 38.

3. Persistence Diagrams. At each ε, we denote the emergence of a new homology class a

as its birth using the current ε. Similarly, we denote the disappearance of a previous ho-

mology class a as its death. Thus, for each homology class a, we can represent them as

(εBirth, εDeath). After ε reaches the end of the sequence, we have a set of 2-dimensional

points (x, y), each corresponding to the birth and death of a homology class. The persis-

tence diagram is a plot of these points. The farther away from the diagonal, the longer

the lifespan of the homology class, implying that the structure is an important shape of

the data topology.

Formulation 6 Manifold learning
The goal of manifold learning is to learn a low-dimensional embedding that captures

the data manifold from high-dimensional data 39. In the following, we use isomap 26 as an

example.
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Example. First, given a set of data points with high-dimensional feature vectors x1, · · · ,xn,

we apply a k-nearest neighbor algorithm and connect the nearest neighbors to form a neigh-

borhood graphG. Next, we calculate the distance matrix D, where each entry di,j is the length

of the shortest path between nodes i and j in the neighborhood graph. Then, we apply an op-

timization algorithm to obtain a set of low-dimensional vectors h1, · · · ,hn that minimizes
∑

i<j (‖hi − hj‖ − di,j)2.

Formulation 7 Graph neural networks
GNNs learn compact representations or embeddings that capture network structure and

node features 40–42. A GNN generates outputs through a series of propagation layers 43, where

propagation at layer l consists of the following three steps:

1. Neural message passing. The GNN computes a message m
(l)
u,v = MSG(h

(l−1)
u ,h

(l−1)
v )

for every linked nodes u, v based on their embeddings from the previous layer h(l−1)
u and

h
(l−1)
v .

2. Neighborhood aggregation. The messages between node u and its neighbors Nu are

aggregated as m̂(l)
u = AGG(m

(l)
uv|v ∈ Nu).

3. Update. The GNN applies a non-linear function to update node embeddings as h(l)
u =

UPD(m̂
(l)
u ,h

(l−1)
u ) using the aggregated message and the embedding from the previous

layer.

Formulation 8 Generative modeling
Generative models optimize and learn data distributions in order to generate graphs

with desirable properties. In the following, we use VGAE 44 as an example.

Example. VGAE is a graph extension of variational autoencoders 45. Given a graph G with

adjacency matrix A and node features X, we use two GNNs to encode the graph and generate

the latent mean vector µuZ and the log-variance log(σuZ) parameters for each node u. Formally,

µZ = GNNµ(A,X) ∈ R|V|×d, and log(σZ) = GNNσ(A,X) ∈ R|V|×d. We can then obtain

the latent distribution q(Z|G) ∼ N (µZ, (log(σZ))), where we can draw a latent embedding

sample Z ∈ R|V|×d from the latent distribution. Then, given the latent embedding, we feed into
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a probabilistic decoder pθ(Â|Z) to generate a network Ĝ with adjacency matrix Â. In VGAE,

the decoder is a dot product, i.e., pθ(Âuv = 1|Z) = sigmoid(zTuzv). This way, we obtain a

newly generated graph Ĝ. Finally, we optimize the weight using the variational reconstruction

loss L = Eq(Z|G)[p(G|Z)]−KL(q(Z|G)‖p(Z)).

S13



a Graph theoretic techniques b Random walks and diffusion
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u
<latexit sha1_base64="se8ycstYh4Z5RzSHNQ/a09eGrDQ=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFtNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A1k2jfQ=</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="se8ycstYh4Z5RzSHNQ/a09eGrDQ=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFtNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A1k2jfQ=</latexit>

Nodes

 <latexit sha1_base64="DacMo710FpCWXJKzTTdjxHWD9V0=">AAAB8HicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeBUYWixaJqUrKAGMFC2OR6AO1UeW4Tmvq2JHtIFVR/4GFARbEyuew8Tc4bQZoOZKto3Pu1b33BDFn2rjut1NYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YPyodHbS0TRWiLSC5VN8CaciZoyzDDaTdWFEcBp51gcpP5nSeqNJPi3kxj6kd4JFjICDZWalf7Tc2qg3LFrblzoFXi5aQCOZqD8ld/KEkSUWEIx1r3PDc2foqVYYTTWamfaBpjMsEj2rNU4IhqP51vO0NnVhmiUCr7hEFz9XdHiiOtp1FgKyNsxnrZy8T/vF5iwis/ZSJODBVkMShMODISZaejIVOUGD61BBPF7K6IjLHCxNiASjYEb/nkVfJQr3kXNfvV7+qVxnWeSBFO4BTOwYNLaMAtNKEFBB7hGV7hzZHOi/PufCxKC07ecwx/4Hz+AG/GjyU=</latexit>

 u
<latexit sha1_base64="UEi8Y0G7gnETmsxCzfHhIphfXmA=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3d+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZekEhh0HW/nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b+JUM95ksYx1O6CGS6F4EwVK3k40p1EgeSsYXU/91hPXRsTqDscJ9yM6UCIUjKKV2pVuw4heWumVym7VnYEsEy8nZcjR6JW+uv2YpRFXyCQ1puO5CfoZ1SiY5JNiNzU8oWxEB7xjqaIRN34223dCTq3SJ2Gs7VNIZurvjoxGxoyjwFZGFIdm0ZuK/3mdFMNLPxMqSZErNh8UppJgTKbHk77QnKEcW0KZFnZXwoZUU4Y2oqINwVs8eZk81KreedV+tdtauX6VJ1KAYziBM/DgAupwAw1oAgMJz/AKb86j8+K8Ox/z0hUn7zmCP3A+fwACH5AN</latexit>

e Manifold learning

d Geometrical and topological representations

f Shallow network embeddings

g Graph neural networks h Graph generative models

…

u
<latexit sha1_base64="se8ycstYh4Z5RzSHNQ/a09eGrDQ=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFtNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A1k2jfQ=</latexit>

k = 1<latexit sha1_base64="BEMi1ksf3A2Zhd5XBusQKIYzyiM=">AAAB8XicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbTZCCZW5A4LbUyINpaYiGDgQvaWPdiwt3fZnTMhF36EjYU2xtZ/Y+e/cYErFHzJbl7em8nMvCCRwqDrfjsrq2vrG5uFreL2zu7efung8MHEqWa8yWIZ63ZADZdC8SYKlLydaE6jQPJWMLqZ+q0nro2I1T2OE+5HdKBEKBhFK7UqI3JFvEqvVHar7gxkmXg5KUOORq/01e3HLI24QiapMR3PTdDPqEbBJJ8Uu6nhCWUjOuAdSxWNuPGz2boTcmqVPgljbZ9CMlN/d2Q0MmYcBbYyojg0i95U/M/rpBhe+plQSYpcsfmgMJUEYzK9nfSF5gzl2BLKtLC7EjakmjK0CRVtCN7iycvksVb1zqv2q93VyvXrPJECHMMJnIEHF1CHW2hAExiM4Ble4c1JnBfn3fmYl644ec8R/IHz+QPrU47A</latexit>

k = 2<latexit sha1_base64="bxdfEbr46yVXygtaJwcUgxYsbm0=">AAAB8XicbVA9T8MwEL3wWcpXgZHFokViqpIwwIJUwcJYJEqL2qhyXKe14tiR7SBVUX8ECwMsiJV/w8a/wW0zQMuTbD29d6e7e2HKmTau++2srK6tb2yWtsrbO7t7+5WDwwctM0Voi0guVSfEmnImaMsww2knVRQnIaftML6Z+u0nqjST4t6MUxokeChYxAg2VmrXYnSF/Fq/UnXr7gxomXgFqUKBZr/y1RtIkiVUGMKx1l3PTU2QY2UY4XRS7mWappjEeEi7lgqcUB3ks3Un6NQqAxRJZZ8waKb+7shxovU4CW1lgs1IL3pT8T+vm5noMsiZSDNDBZkPijKOjETT29GAKUoMH1uCiWJ2V0RGWGFibEJlG4K3ePIyefTr3nndfv6dX21cF4mU4BhO4Aw8uIAG3EITWkAghmd4hTcndV6cd+djXrriFD1H8AfO5w/s247B</latexit>

v1
<latexit sha1_base64="Zbfq1ATg9nGsugy0sfLxSAUnYrw=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGLiiQYI2VvmYMPe3mV3j4Rc+A02FtoYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CW7eXlvJjPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjBx2niqHPYhGrx4BqFFyib7gR+JgopFEgsBWMbmZ+a4xK81jem0mC3YgOJA85o8ZKfnXc86q9csWtuXOQVeLlpAI5mr3yV6cfszRCaZigWrc9NzHdjCrDmcBpqZNqTCgb0QG2LZU0Qt3N5stOyZlV+iSMlX3SkLn6uyOjkdaTKLCVETVDvezNxP+8dmrCq27GZZIalGwxKEwFMTGZXU76XCEzYmIJZYrbXQkbUkWZsfmUbAje8smr5Kle8y5q9qvf1SuN6zyRIpzAKZyDB5fQgFtogg8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWnByXuO4Q+czx+CuI6Z</latexit>

v2<latexit sha1_base64="nlKFIXUAyGsG9a0ztJV/u9kxXsw=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5WEAcYKFsYiEQpqo8pxndaq7US2U6mK+htYGGBBrPwdNv4NbpsBWp5k6+m9O93di1LOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PHnSSKUIDkvBEPUZYU84kDQwznD6mimIRcdqORjczvz2mSrNE3ptJSkOBB5LFjGBjpaA+7vn1XrXmNtw50CrxClKDAq1e9avbT0gmqDSEY607npuaMMfKMMLptNLNNE0xGeEB7VgqsaA6zOfLTtGZVfooTpR90qC5+rsjx0LriYhspcBmqJe9mfif18lMfBXmTKaZoZIsBsUZRyZBs8tRnylKDJ9YgolidldEhlhhYmw+FRuCt3zyKnnyG95Fw37+nV9rXheJlOEETuEcPLiEJtxCCwIgwOAZXuHNkc6L8+58LEpLTtFzDH/gfP4AhECOmg==</latexit>

v3
<latexit sha1_base64="s5iTkX3DIoDH5hMZTGaNlJcvKwU=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbhoEeiF4+YuIKBDemWLjS03U3bJSEbfoMXD3oxXv073vw3FtiDgi9p8/LeTGbmhQln2rjut1PY2Nza3inulvb2Dw6PyscnjzpOFaE+iXmsOiHWlDNJfcMMp51EUSxCTtvh+HbutydUaRbLBzNNaCDwULKIEWys5Fcn/Ua1X664NXcBtE68nFQgR6tf/uoNYpIKKg3hWOuu5yYmyLAyjHA6K/VSTRNMxnhIu5ZKLKgOssWyM3RhlQGKYmWfNGih/u7IsNB6KkJbKbAZ6VVvLv7ndVMTXQcZk0lqqCTLQVHKkYnR/HI0YIoSw6eWYKKY3RWREVaYGJtPyYbgrZ68Tp7qNa9Rs1/9vl5p3uSJFOEMzuESPLiCJtxBC3wgwOAZXuHNkc6L8+58LEsLTt5zCn/gfP4AhciOmw==</latexit>

w1<latexit sha1_base64="egjo+us5vaX34Evvv2x+6VtTUQE=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGLiiQYuZG+Zgw17e5fdPQ0h/AYbC22MrX/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5YSq4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7BnU4yxdBniUjUfUg1Ci7RN9wIvE8V0jgU2AqHV1O/9YhK80TemlGKQUz7kkecUWMlv/rU9ardcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5mt3yV6eXsCxGaZigWrc9NzXBmCrDmcBJqZNpTCkb0j62LZU0Rh2MZ8tOyIlVeiRKlH3SkJn6u2NMY61HcWgrY2oGetGbiv957cxEF8GYyzQzKNl8UJQJYhIyvZz0uEJmxMgSyhS3uxI2oIoyY/Mp2RC8xZOXyUO95p3V7Fe/qVcal3kiRTiCYzgFD86hAdfQBB8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsf89KCk/ccwh84nz+EQo6a</latexit>

w2<latexit sha1_base64="saPALw48f1aEprfz8Md/BWYwnBk=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5WEAcYKFsYiEQpqo8pxndaqY0e2A6qi/gYWBlgQK3+HjX+D22aAlifZenrvTnf3opQzbVz32ymtrK6tb5Q3K1vbO7t71f2DOy0zRWhAJJfqPsKaciZoYJjh9D5VFCcRp+1odDX1249UaSbFrRmnNEzwQLCYEWysFNSfen69V625DXcGtEy8gtSgQKtX/er2JckSKgzhWOuO56YmzLEyjHA6qXQzTVNMRnhAO5YKnFAd5rNlJ+jEKn0US2WfMGim/u7IcaL1OIlsZYLNUC96U/E/r5OZ+CLMmUgzQwWZD4ozjoxE08tRnylKDB9bgolidldEhlhhYmw+FRuCt3jyMnnwG95Zw37+jV9rXhaJlOEIjuEUPDiHJlxDCwIgwOAZXuHNEc6L8+58zEtLTtFzCH/gfP4AhcqOmw==</latexit>

w3
<latexit sha1_base64="ufGw4Nm1WalwSQ+wtQSolcsfUgY=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5h4Irtw0CPRi0dMXMHAhnRLFxq63U3b1ZANv8GLB70Yr/4db/4bC+xBwZe0eXlvJjPzgkRwbRznGxXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRvY5TRZlHYxGrTkA0E1wyz3AjWCdRjESBYO1gfD3z249MaR7LOzNJmB+RoeQhp8RYyas+9RvVfrni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5svO8VnVhngMFb2SYPn6u+OjERaT6LAVkbEjPSyNxP/87qpCS/9jMskNUzSxaAwFdjEeHY5HnDFqBETSwhV3O6K6YgoQo3Np2RDcJdPXiUP9ZrbqNmvfluvNK/yRIpwAqdwDi5cQBNuoAUeUODwDK/whiR6Qe/oY1FaQHnPMfwB+vwBh1KOnA==</latexit>

w4<latexit sha1_base64="SIr6dylwLQfk+q8lhBPRktt045M=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbRRI9ELx4xcQUDG9ItXWjotpu2qyEbfoMXD3oxXv073vw3FtiDgi9p8/LeTGbmhQln2rjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsH91qmilCfSC5VO8Saciaob5jhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up76rUeqNJPizowTGsR4IFjECDZW8qtPvfNqr1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjmav/NXtS5LGVBjCsdYdz01MkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiwVOKY6yGbLTtCJVfookso+YdBM/d2R4VjrcRzayhiboV70puJ/Xic10WWQMZGkhgoyHxSlHBmJppejPlOUGD62BBPF7K6IDLHCxNh8SjYEb/HkZfJQr3lnNfvVb+uVxlWeSBGO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHAgye4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7y04OQ9h/AHzucPiNqOnQ==</latexit>

w5
<latexit sha1_base64="NZj2jzOl5zNQ/ScG0zDWuGwHAvs=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHYxRo9ELx4xcQUDG9ItXWjotpu2qyEbfoMXD3oxXv073vw3FtiDgi9p8/LeTGbmhQln2rjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsH91qmilCfSC5VO8Saciaob5jhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up76rUeqNJPizowTGsR4IFjECDZW8qtPvfNqr1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjmav/NXtS5LGVBjCsdYdz01MkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiwVOKY6yGbLTtCJVfookso+YdBM/d2R4VjrcRzayhiboV70puJ/Xic10WWQMZGkhgoyHxSlHBmJppejPlOUGD62BBPF7K6IDLHCxNh8SjYEb/HkZfJQr3lnNfvVb+uVxlWeSBGO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHAgye4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7y04OQ9h/AHzucPimKOng==</latexit> w6

<latexit sha1_base64="yS4mRmRlkM3goTAP01vma6BKHrE=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHYxUY9ELx4xcQUDG9ItXWjotpu2qyEbfoMXD3oxXv073vw3FtiDgi9p8/LeTGbmhQln2rjut1NYWV1b3yhulra2d3b3yvsH91qmilCfSC5VO8Saciaob5jhtJ0oiuOQ01Y4up76rUeqNJPizowTGsR4IFjECDZW8qtPvfNqr1xxa+4MaJl4OalAjmav/NXtS5LGVBjCsdYdz01MkGFlGOF0UuqmmiaYjPCAdiwVOKY6yGbLTtCJVfookso+YdBM/d2R4VjrcRzayhiboV70puJ/Xic10WWQMZGkhgoyHxSlHBmJppejPlOUGD62BBPF7K6IDLHCxNh8SjYEb/HkZfJQr3lnNfvVb+uVxlWeSBGO4BhOwYMLaMANNMEHAgye4RXeHOG8OO/Ox7y04OQ9h/AHzucPi+qOnw==</latexit>

w7
<latexit sha1_base64="GBEkhF8lX5dZqrOMiLv2L4lVsfk=">AAAB73icbVBNTwIxEJ3iF+IX6tFLI5h4Irt4wCPRi0dMXMHAhnRLFxq63U3b1ZANv8GLB70Yr/4db/4bC+xBwZe0eXlvJjPzgkRwbRznGxXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRvY5TRZlHYxGrTkA0E1wyz3AjWCdRjESBYO1gfD3z249MaR7LOzNJmB+RoeQhp8RYyas+9RvVfrni1Jw58Cpxc1KBHK1++as3iGkaMWmoIFp3XScxfkaU4VSwaamXapYQOiZD1rVUkohpP5svO8VnVhngMFb2SYPn6u+OjERaT6LAVkbEjPSyNxP/87qpCS/9jMskNUzSxaAwFdjEeHY5HnDFqBETSwhV3O6K6YgoQo3Np2RDcJdPXiUP9Zp7UbNf/bZeaV7liRThBE7hHFxoQBNuoAUeUODwDK/whiR6Qe/oY1FaQHnPMfwB+vwBjXKOoA==</latexit>

dim(
<latexit sha1_base64="FV4+Ykf366r2I3CLLX6pB0psg6Y=">AAAB+3icbVC9TsMwGPzCbyk/DTCyRLRInaqkDDBWsDAWidKiNqocx2mt2k5kO0gl6pOwMMCCWHkRNt4Gp80ALSfZOt19n3y+IGFUadf9ttbWNza3tks75d29/YOKfXh0r+JUYtLBMYtlL0CKMCpIR1PNSC+RBPGAkW4wuc797iORisbiTk8T4nM0EjSiGGkjDe1KbcCRHkuehZTP6rWhXXUb7hzOKvEKUoUC7aH9NQhjnHIiNGZIqb7nJtrPkNQUMzIrD1JFEoQnaET6hgrEifKzefCZc2aU0IliaY7Qzlz9vZEhrtSUB2YyT6mWvVz8z+unOrr0MyqSVBOBFw9FKXN07OQtOCGVBGs2NQRhSU1WB4+RRFibrsqmBG/5y6vkodnwzhvmat42q62ropESnMAp1MGDC2jBDbShAxhSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5Zxc4x/IH1+QMEuJNn</latexit>

)
<latexit sha1_base64="smbYAOMPli4cTIHIh9UniYIh3+Q=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hoQ+6w0JJoY4lRBAOE7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5fiyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf/gwUSJZrzBIhnplk8Nl0LxBgqUvBVrTkNf8qY/up76zSeujYjUPY5j3g3pQIlAMIpWuiuflXvFkltxZyDLxMtICTLUe8WvTj9iScgVMkmNaXtujN2UahRM8kmhkxgeUzaiA962VNGQm246W3VCTqzSJ0Gk7VNIZurvjpSGxoxD31aGFIdm0ZuK/3ntBIPLbipUnCBXbD4oSCTBiEzvJn2hOUM5toQyLeyuhA2ppgxtOgUbgrd48jJ5rFa884r9qrfVUu0qSyQPR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z0pyT9RzCHzifP+THjag=</latexit>

dim(
<latexit sha1_base64="FV4+Ykf366r2I3CLLX6pB0psg6Y=">AAAB+3icbVC9TsMwGPzCbyk/DTCyRLRInaqkDDBWsDAWidKiNqocx2mt2k5kO0gl6pOwMMCCWHkRNt4Gp80ALSfZOt19n3y+IGFUadf9ttbWNza3tks75d29/YOKfXh0r+JUYtLBMYtlL0CKMCpIR1PNSC+RBPGAkW4wuc797iORisbiTk8T4nM0EjSiGGkjDe1KbcCRHkuehZTP6rWhXXUb7hzOKvEKUoUC7aH9NQhjnHIiNGZIqb7nJtrPkNQUMzIrD1JFEoQnaET6hgrEifKzefCZc2aU0IliaY7Qzlz9vZEhrtSUB2YyT6mWvVz8z+unOrr0MyqSVBOBFw9FKXN07OQtOCGVBGs2NQRhSU1WB4+RRFibrsqmBG/5y6vkodnwzhvmat42q62ropESnMAp1MGDC2jBDbShAxhSeIZXeLOerBfr3fpYjK5Zxc4x/IH1+QMEuJNn</latexit>

)
<latexit sha1_base64="smbYAOMPli4cTIHIh9UniYIh3+Q=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hoQ+6w0JJoY4lRBAOE7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5fiyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf/gwUSJZrzBIhnplk8Nl0LxBgqUvBVrTkNf8qY/up76zSeujYjUPY5j3g3pQIlAMIpWuiuflXvFkltxZyDLxMtICTLUe8WvTj9iScgVMkmNaXtujN2UahRM8kmhkxgeUzaiA962VNGQm246W3VCTqzSJ0Gk7VNIZurvjpSGxoxD31aGFIdm0ZuK/3ntBIPLbipUnCBXbD4oSCTBiEzvJn2hOUM5toQyLeyuhA2ppgxtOgUbgrd48jJ5rFa884r9qrfVUu0qSyQPR3AMp+DBBdTgBurQAAYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z0pyT9RzCHzifP+THjag=</latexit>

<<<latexit sha1_base64="wCJFYuh99mZGQ0U5dnjijaITWd4=">AAAB7nicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstKAg2lhiIoKBC9lb9mDD7t5ld8+EXPgLNhbaGFt/j53/xj24QsGX7OblvZnMzAtizrRx3W+nsLa+sblV3C7t7O7tH5QPjx50lChC2yTikeoGWFPOJG0bZjjtxopiEXDaCSY3md95okqzSN6baUx9gUeShYxgk0nVRqM6KFfcmjsHWiVeTiqQozUof/WHEUkElYZwrHXPc2Pjp1gZRjidlfqJpjEmEzyiPUslFlT76XzXGTqzyhCFkbJPGjRXf3ekWGg9FYGtFNiM9bKXif95vcSEV37KZJwYKsliUJhwZCKUHY6GTFFi+NQSTBSzuyIyxgoTY+Mp2RC85ZNXyWO95l3U7Fe/q1ea13kiRTiBUzgHDy6hCbfQgjYQGMMzvMKbI5wX5935WJQWnLznGP7A+fwBgxmOAQ==</latexit>

E
<latexit sha1_base64="EXy2yYRb0fl1HaDD4vDy8Gp22tc=">AAAB93icbVDNTgIxGPwW/xD/UI9eGsHEE9nFgx6JxsQjJiIa2JBu6UJD213bLgnZ8BxePOjFePVVvPk2dmEPCk7SZjLzfel0gpgzbVz32ymsrK6tbxQ3S1vbO7t75f2Dex0litAWiXikHgKsKWeStgwznD7EimIRcNoORleZ3x5TpVkk78wkpr7AA8lCRrCxkl/tCmyGBPP0elrtlStuzZ0BLRMvJxXI0eyVv7r9iCSCSkM41rrjubHxU6wMI5xOS91E0xiTER7QjqUSC6r9dBZ6ik6s0kdhpOyRBs3U3xspFlpPRGAns4x60cvE/7xOYsILP2UyTgyVZP5QmHBkIpQ1gPpMUWL4xBJMFLNZERlihYmxPZVsCd7il5fJY73mndXsVb+tVxqXeSNFOIJjOAUPzqEBN9CEFhB4gmd4hTdn7Lw4787HfLTg5DuH8AfO5w//gpJW</latexit>

h<latexit sha1_base64="nLTLcj4uS24i4a+B7QiZXhCvZh8=">AAAB9nicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5KzCyWLRITFVSBhgrWBiLRGlRE1WO67RWbSeyHaQq6muwMMCCWHkWNt4Gp80ALSfZOt19n3y+MOFMG9f9dkpr6xubW+Xtys7u3v5B9fDoQcepIrRDYh6rXog15UzSjmGG016iKBYhp91wcpP73SeqNIvlvZkmNBB4JFnECDZW8uu+wGYcRtl4Vh9Ua27DnQOtEq8gNSjQHlS//GFMUkGlIRxr3ffcxAQZVoYRTmcVP9U0wWSCR7RvqcSC6iCbZ56hM6sMURQre6RBc/X3RoaF1lMR2sk8ol72cvE/r5+a6CrImExSQyVZPBSlHJkY5QWgIVOUGD61BBPFbFZExlhhYmxNFVuCt/zlVfLYbHgXDXs175q11nXRSBlO4BTOwYNLaMEttKEDBBJ4hld4c1LnxXl3PhajJafYOYY/cD5/AGzZkgc=</latexit>

G
<latexit sha1_base64="AjP53B4MDnbfPclV8g5FUhTD4V0=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCRaaIlRBAMXsrcssGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf/gwUSJZrzBIhnpVkANl0LxBgqUvBVrTsNA8mYwupr6zSeujYjUPY5j7od0oERfMIpWuitfl7vFkltxZyDLxMtICTLUu8WvTi9iScgVMkmNaXtujH5KNQom+aTQSQyPKRvRAW9bqmjIjZ/OVp2QE6v0SD/S9ikkM/V3R0pDY8ZhYCtDikOz6E3F/7x2gv0LPxUqTpArNh/UTyTBiEzvJj2hOUM5toQyLeyuhA2ppgxtOgUbgrd48jJ5rFa8s4r9qrfVUu0ySyQPR3AMp+DBOdTgBurQAAYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z0pyT9RzCHzifPxLGjcY=</latexit> bG

<latexit sha1_base64="n7WhlDU6g4xWIX7WhhaWLFhu9rg=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIphYkTsstCRaaImJCAYuZG9vDzbs7Z27cxhy4XfYWGhjbP0rdv4bl49CwZfM5OW9mezs8xPBNTrOt5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsH9zpOFWUNGotYtXyimeCSNZCjYK1EMRL5gjX9wdXEbw6Z0jyWdzhKmBeRnuQhpwSN5JU7TzxgfYLZ9bjcLZacijOFvUzcOSnBHPVu8asTxDSNmEQqiNZt10nQy4hCTgUbFzqpZgmhA9JjbUMliZj2sunRY/vEKIEdxsqURHuq/t7ISKT1KPLNZESwrxe9ifif104xvPAyLpMUmaSzh8JU2BjbkwTsgCtGUYwMIVRxc6tN+0QRiianggnBXfzyMnmoVtyzimnV22qpdjlPJA9HcAyn4MI51OAG6tAACo/wDK/wZg2tF+vd+piN5qz5ziH8gfX5AxVMkmQ=</latexit>

G
<latexit sha1_base64="AjP53B4MDnbfPclV8g5FUhTD4V0=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCRaaIlRBAMXsrcssGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf/gwUSJZrzBIhnpVkANl0LxBgqUvBVrTsNA8mYwupr6zSeujYjUPY5j7od0oERfMIpWuitfl7vFkltxZyDLxMtICTLUu8WvTi9iScgVMkmNaXtujH5KNQom+aTQSQyPKRvRAW9bqmjIjZ/OVp2QE6v0SD/S9ikkM/V3R0pDY8ZhYCtDikOz6E3F/7x2gv0LPxUqTpArNh/UTyTBiEzvJj2hOUM5toQyLeyuhA2ppgxtOgUbgrd48jJ5rFa8s4r9qrfVUu0ySyQPR3AMp+DBOdTgBurQAAYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z0pyT9RzCHzifPxLGjcY=</latexit>

bG
<latexit sha1_base64="n7WhlDU6g4xWIX7WhhaWLFhu9rg=">AAAB93icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NLmIphYkTsstCRaaImJCAYuZG9vDzbs7Z27cxhy4XfYWGhjbP0rdv4bl49CwZfM5OW9mezs8xPBNTrOt5VbWV1b38hvFra2d3b3ivsH9zpOFWUNGotYtXyimeCSNZCjYK1EMRL5gjX9wdXEbw6Z0jyWdzhKmBeRnuQhpwSN5JU7TzxgfYLZ9bjcLZacijOFvUzcOSnBHPVu8asTxDSNmEQqiNZt10nQy4hCTgUbFzqpZgmhA9JjbUMliZj2sunRY/vEKIEdxsqURHuq/t7ISKT1KPLNZESwrxe9ifif104xvPAyLpMUmaSzh8JU2BjbkwTsgCtGUYwMIVRxc6tN+0QRiianggnBXfzyMnmoVtyzimnV22qpdjlPJA9HcAyn4MI51OAG6tAACo/wDK/wZg2tF+vd+piN5qz5ziH8gfX5AxVMkmQ=</latexit>

Z<latexit sha1_base64="zzz0Bblkw3ymPvk+TsLDv90zbwE=">AAAB9nicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5KzCyWLRITFVSBhgrWBiLRCnQRJXjOq1Vx45sB6mK+hosDLAgVp6FjbfBaTNAy0m2TnffJ58vTDjTxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+40zJVhHaI5FLdh1hTzgTtGGY4vU8UxXHIaTccX+V+94kqzaS4NZOEBjEeChYxgo2V/LofYzMKo+xxWu9Xa27DnQEtE68gNSjQ7le//IEkaUyFIRxr3fPcxAQZVoYRTqcVP9U0wWSMh7RnqcAx1UE2yzxFJ1YZoEgqe4RBM/X3RoZjrSdxaCfziHrRy8X/vF5qoosgYyJJDRVk/lCUcmQkygtAA6YoMXxiCSaK2ayIjLDCxNiaKrYEb/HLy+Sh2fDOGvZq3jRrrcuikTIcwTGcggfn0IJraEMHCCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AFdbkfk=</latexit>

c Persistent homology

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="8o+g+dAKRd7vgRtUefC3JIpG3a4=">AAAB+3icbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5aYCRxaJFYqqSMsBY0YWxSJSC2ihyXKe16jiR7SCVqE/CwgALYuVF2HgbnDYDtJxk63T3ffL5goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV++DwTsWpJLRLYh7L+wArypmgXc00p/eJpDgKOO0Fk3bu9x6pVCwWt3qaUC/CI8FCRrA2km9X64MI6zHBPGvPfLfu2zWn4cyBVolbkBoU6Pj212AYkzSiQhOOleq7TqK9DEvNCKezyiBVNMFkgke0b6jAEVVeNg8+Q6dGGaIwluYIjebq740MR0pNo8BM5inVspeL/3n9VIeXXsZEkmoqyOKhMOVIxyhvAQ2ZpETzqSGYSGayIjLGEhNtuqqYEtzlL6+Sh2bDPW+Yq3nTrLWuikbKcAwncAYuXEALrqEDXSCQwjO8wpv1ZL1Y79bHYrRkFTtH8AfW5w+kqZMp</latexit>

C2
<latexit sha1_base64="I8zKq0sTD0ulMaxeRWiMfJThuD0=">AAAB+3icbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5aYCRxaJFYqqSMsBY0YWxSJSC2ihyXKe16jiR7SCVqE/CwgALYuVF2HgbnDYDtJxk63T3ffL5goQzpR3n2yqtrW9sbpW3Kzu7e/tV++DwTsWpJLRLYh7L+wArypmgXc00p/eJpDgKOO0Fk3bu9x6pVCwWt3qaUC/CI8FCRrA2km9X64MI6zHBPGvP/Gbdt2tOw5kDrRK3IDUo0PHtr8EwJmlEhSYcK9V3nUR7GZaaEU5nlUGqaILJBI9o31CBI6q8bB58hk6NMkRhLM0RGs3V3xsZjpSaRoGZzFOqZS8X//P6qQ4vvYyJJNVUkMVDYcqRjlHeAhoySYnmU0MwkcxkRWSMJSbadFUxJbjLX14lD82Ge94wV/OmWWtdFY2U4RhO4AxcuIAWXEMHukAghWd4hTfryXqx3q2PxWjJKnaO4A+szx+mMZMq</latexit>

C3
<latexit sha1_base64="K0YeLLTGZJWSyvq7V+G79wc1oYo=">AAAB+3icbVDNTgIxGPwW/xB/WPXopRFMPJFdOOiRyMUjJiIY2Gy6pUBDt7tpuya44Um8eNCL8eqLePNt7MIeFJykzWTm+9LpBDFnSjvOt1XY2Nza3inulvb2Dw7L9tHxvYoSSWiHRDySvQArypmgHc00p71YUhwGnHaDaSvzu49UKhaJOz2LqRfisWAjRrA2km+Xq4MQ6wnBPG3N/UbVtytOzVkArRM3JxXI0fbtr8EwIklIhSYcK9V3nVh7KZaaEU7npUGiaIzJFI9p31CBQ6q8dBF8js6NMkSjSJojNFqovzdSHCo1CwMzmaVUq14m/uf1Ez268lIm4kRTQZYPjRKOdISyFtCQSUo0nxmCiWQmKyITLDHRpquSKcFd/fI6eajX3EbNXPXbeqV5nTdShFM4gwtw4RKacANt6ACBBJ7hFd6sJ+vFerc+lqMFK985gT+wPn8Ap7mTKw==</latexit>

Data TopologyD<latexit sha1_base64="QRRDIRg5Z/4iTscC1+NGzXp5u0A=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCRqYYlRBAMXsrcssGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSyFQdf9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecf/gwUSJZrzBIhnpVkANl0LxBgqUvBVrTsNA8mYwupr6zSeujYjUPY5j7od0oERfMIpWuitfl7vFkltxZyDLxMtICTLUu8WvTi9iScgVMkmNaXtujH5KNQom+aTQSQyPKRvRAW9bqmjIjZ/OVp2QE6v0SD/S9ikkM/V3R0pDY8ZhYCtDikOz6E3F/7x2gv0LPxUqTpArNh/UTyTBiEzvJj2hOUM5toQyLeyuhA2ppgxtOgUbgrd48jJ5rFa8s4r9qrfVUu0ySyQPR3AMp+DBOdTgBurQAAYDeIZXeHOk8+K8Ox/z0pyT9RzCHzifPw4ujcM=</latexit> T<latexit sha1_base64="W6vaRpfNruU7NEQ4RSly+c1WIcM=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIEwcCF7C1zsGFv77K7Z0IIP8HGQhtj6/+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZekAiujet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geHj0oONUMWyyWMSqHVCNgktsGm4EthOFNAoEtoLRzcxvPaHSPJYNM07Qj+hA8pAzaqx0X26Ue8WSW3HnIKvEy0gJMtR7xa9uP2ZphNIwQbXueG5i/AlVhjOB00I31ZhQNqID7FgqaYTan8xXnZIzq/RJGCv7pCFz9XfHhEZaj6PAVkbUDPWyNxP/8zqpCa/8CZdJalCyxaAwFcTEZHY36XOFzIixJZQpbnclbEgVZcamU7AheMsnr5LHasW7qNivelct1a6zRPJwAqdwDh5cQg1uoQ5NYDCAZ3iFN0c4L86787EozTlZzzH8gfP5AyaujdM=</latexit>

U1
<latexit sha1_base64="oj5O+H+SZQeRadEVfLJ/sf9tpdw=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGLiCQYuZG+Zgw17e5fdPRNC+A02FtoYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CW7eXlvJjPzwlRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjB51kiqHPEpGodkg1Ci7RN9wIbKcKaRwKbIWjm5nfekKleSLvzTjFIKYDySPOqLGSX/V7XrVXrrg1dw6ySrycVCBHs1f+6vYTlsUoDRNU647npiaYUGU4EzgtdTONKWUjOsCOpZLGqIPJfNkpObNKn0SJsk8aMld/d0xorPU4Dm1lTM1QL3sz8T+vk5noKphwmWYGJVsMijJBTEJml5M+V8iMGFtCmeJ2V8KGVFFmbD4lG4K3fPIqeazXvIua/ep39UrjOk+kCCdwCufgwSU04Baa4AMDDs/wCm+OdF6cd+djUVpw8p5j+APn8wdP7o54</latexit>

U2
<latexit sha1_base64="TJsAC9wZtnYiqLA0aZ3GFkoAzoA=">AAAB73icbVA9T8MwEL2Ur1K+CowsFi0SU5WEAcYKFsYiEVrURpXjOq1V24lsB6mK+htYGGBBrPwdNv4NbpsBWp5k6+m9O93di1LOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PHnSSKUIDkvBEdSKsKWeSBoYZTjupolhEnLaj8c3Mbz9RpVki780kpaHAQ8liRrCxUlAP+n69X625DXcOtEq8gtSgQKtf/eoNEpIJKg3hWOuu56YmzLEyjHA6rfQyTVNMxnhIu5ZKLKgO8/myU3RmlQGKE2WfNGiu/u7IsdB6IiJbKbAZ6WVvJv7ndTMTX4U5k2lmqCSLQXHGkUnQ7HI0YIoSwyeWYKKY3RWREVaYGJtPxYbgLZ+8Sh79hnfRsJ9/59ea10UiZTiBUzgHDy6hCbfQggAIMHiGV3hzpPPivDsfi9KSU/Qcwx84nz9Rdo55</latexit>

U3
<latexit sha1_base64="jQBINorL2rUOaB5OxhxBsWaxYBc=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsotCTaWGLiiQYI2VvmYMPe3mV3z4Rc+A02FtoYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CW7eXlvJjPzgkRwbVz32ymsrW9sbhW3Szu7e/sH5cOjex2niqHPYhGrh4BqFFyib7gR+JAopFEgsB2Mr2d++wmV5rG8M5MEexEdSh5yRo2V/Krfb1T75Ypbc+cgq8TLSQVytPrlr+4gZmmE0jBBte54bmJ6GVWGM4HTUjfVmFA2pkPsWCpphLqXzZedkjOrDEgYK/ukIXP1d0dGI60nUWArI2pGetmbif95ndSEl72MyyQ1KNliUJgKYmIyu5wMuEJmxMQSyhS3uxI2oooyY/Mp2RC85ZNXyWO95jVq9qvf1ivNqzyRIpzAKZyDBxfQhBtogQ8MODzDK7w50nlx3p2PRWnByXuO4Q+czx9S/o56</latexit>

✏0
<latexit sha1_base64="8A5cL0SBHOPaPeRgLXpwVk0PSxw=">AAAB9nicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGDYDemWLjR026btmhDC3/DiQS/Gq7/Fm//GAntQ8CUzeXlvJp2+WHFmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YGSmCW0RyaXuxNhQzgRtWWY57ShNcRpz2o5HNzO//US1YVLc27GiUYoHgiWMYOuksBpSZRiXoudXe+WKX/PnQKskyEkFcjR75a+wL0mWUmEJx8Z0A1/ZaIK1ZYTTaSnMDFWYjPCAdh0VOKUmmsxvnqIzp/RRIrUrYdFc/b0xwakx4zR2kym2Q7PszcT/vG5mk6towoTKLBVk8VCScWQlmgWA+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+tiKrkQguUvr5LHei24qLlWv6tXGtd5IkU4gVM4hwAuoQG30IQWEFDwDK/w5mXei/fufSxGC16+cwx/4H3+AP1Kkb4=</latexit>

✏1
<latexit sha1_base64="5Rh6dgX/GVdMRoJw+5yy2VW7AEg=">AAAB9nicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGDYDemWLjR026btmhDC3/DiQS/Gq7/Fm//GAntQ8CUzeXlvJp2+WHFmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YGSmCW0RyaXuxNhQzgRtWWY57ShNcRpz2o5HNzO//US1YVLc27GiUYoHgiWMYOuksBpSZRiXohdUe+WKX/PnQKskyEkFcjR75a+wL0mWUmEJx8Z0A1/ZaIK1ZYTTaSnMDFWYjPCAdh0VOKUmmsxvnqIzp/RRIrUrYdFc/b0xwakx4zR2kym2Q7PszcT/vG5mk6towoTKLBVk8VCScWQlmgWA+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+tiKrkQguUvr5LHei24qLlWv6tXGtd5IkU4gVM4hwAuoQG30IQWEFDwDK/w5mXei/fufSxGC16+cwx/4H3+AP7Skb8=</latexit>

✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="+EIJUOOdX/zCtJdXxyBz2Kok6jQ=">AAAB9nicbVA9T8MwEHXKVylfBUYWixaJqUrCAGMFC2ORKC1qospxL61Vx45sB6mK+jdYGGBBrPwWNv4NbpsBWp50p6f37uTzi1LOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PHrTMFIU2lVyqbkQ0cCagbZjh0E0VkCTi0InGNzO/8wRKMynuzSSFMCFDwWJGibFSUA8g1YxL0ffr/WrNbbhz4FXiFaSGCrT61a9gIGmWgDCUE617npuaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH7zFJ9ZZYBjqWwJg+fq742cJFpPkshOJsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOjioTjj2Eg8CwAPmAJq+MQSQhWzt2I6IopQY2Oq2BC85S+vkke/4V00bPPv/FrzukikjE7QKTpHHrpETXSLWqiNKErRM3pFb07mvDjvzsditOQUO8foD5zPHwBpkcA=</latexit>

✏Birth<latexit sha1_base64="9POhGKwbFzEaPm86nx9HNon0Q1A=">AAACA3icbZC7TgJBFIZn8YZ4W7WwsNkIJlZkFwstCTaWmIhg2A2ZHQ4wYfaSmbNGstnGV7Gx0MbY+hJ2vo0DbKHgSWby5f/Pycz5/Vhwhbb9bRRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd09c//gTkWJZNBikYhkx6cKBA+hhRwFdGIJNPAFtP3x1dRvP4BUPApvcRKDF9BhyAecUdRSzzyquBArLjS7CI+YNrjEUVbpmWW7as/KWgYnhzLJq9kzv9x+xJIAQmSCKtV17Bi9lErkTEBWchMFMWVjOoSuxpAGoLx0tkBmnWqlbw0iqU+I1kz9PZHSQKlJ4OvOgOJILXpT8T+vm+Dg0kt5GCcIIZs/NEiEhZE1TcPqcwkMxUQDZZLrv1psRCVlqDMr6RCcxZWX4b5Wdc6r+qrd1Mr1Rp5IkRyTE3JGHHJB6uSaNEmLMJKRZ/JK3own48V4Nz7mrQUjnzkkf8r4/AHOBZc/</latexit>

✏ D
ea

th

<latexit sha1_base64="v3xx4gbYIenvkhftsCogwk12F20=">AAACA3icbVA9TwJBEN3DL8SvUwsLm4tgYkXusNCSqIUlJiIY7kL2lgE27H1kd85ILtf4V2wstDG2/gk7/40LXKHgS3bz8t5MZub5seAKbfvbKCwtr6yuFddLG5tb2zvm7t6dihLJoMkiEcm2TxUIHkITOQpoxxJo4Ato+aPLid96AKl4FN7iOAYvoIOQ9zmjqKWueVBxIVZcaO4iPGJ6BRSHWaVrlu2qPYW1SJyclEmORtf8cnsRSwIIkQmqVMexY/RSKpEzAVnJTRTElI3oADqahjQA5aXTAzLrWCs9qx9J/UK0purvjpQGSo0DX1cGej01703E/7xOgv1zL+VhnCCEbDaonwgLI2uShtXjEhiKsSaUSa53tdiQSspQZ1bSITjzJy+S+1rVOa3qr3ZTK9cv8kSK5JAckRPikDNSJ9ekQZqEkYw8k1fyZjwZL8a78TErLRh5zz75A+PzB7C0lyw=</latexit>

✏0
<latexit sha1_base64="8A5cL0SBHOPaPeRgLXpwVk0PSxw=">AAAB9nicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGDYDemWLjR026btmhDC3/DiQS/Gq7/Fm//GAntQ8CUzeXlvJp2+WHFmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YGSmCW0RyaXuxNhQzgRtWWY57ShNcRpz2o5HNzO//US1YVLc27GiUYoHgiWMYOuksBpSZRiXoudXe+WKX/PnQKskyEkFcjR75a+wL0mWUmEJx8Z0A1/ZaIK1ZYTTaSnMDFWYjPCAdh0VOKUmmsxvnqIzp/RRIrUrYdFc/b0xwakx4zR2kym2Q7PszcT/vG5mk6towoTKLBVk8VCScWQlmgWA+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+tiKrkQguUvr5LHei24qLlWv6tXGtd5IkU4gVM4hwAuoQG30IQWEFDwDK/w5mXei/fufSxGC16+cwx/4H3+AP1Kkb4=</latexit>

✏1
<latexit sha1_base64="5Rh6dgX/GVdMRoJw+5yy2VW7AEg=">AAAB9nicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGDYDemWLjR026btmhDC3/DiQS/Gq7/Fm//GAntQ8CUzeXlvJp2+WHFmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YGSmCW0RyaXuxNhQzgRtWWY57ShNcRpz2o5HNzO//US1YVLc27GiUYoHgiWMYOuksBpSZRiXohdUe+WKX/PnQKskyEkFcjR75a+wL0mWUmEJx8Z0A1/ZaIK1ZYTTaSnMDFWYjPCAdh0VOKUmmsxvnqIzp/RRIrUrYdFc/b0xwakx4zR2kym2Q7PszcT/vG5mk6towoTKLBVk8VCScWQlmgWA+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+tiKrkQguUvr5LHei24qLlWv6tXGtd5IkU4gVM4hwAuoQG30IQWEFDwDK/w5mXei/fufSxGC16+cwx/4H3+AP7Skb8=</latexit>

✏1
<latexit sha1_base64="5Rh6dgX/GVdMRoJw+5yy2VW7AEg=">AAAB9nicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGDYDemWLjR026btmhDC3/DiQS/Gq7/Fm//GAntQ8CUzeXlvJp2+WHFmrO9/e4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHj0YGSmCW0RyaXuxNhQzgRtWWY57ShNcRpz2o5HNzO//US1YVLc27GiUYoHgiWMYOuksBpSZRiXohdUe+WKX/PnQKskyEkFcjR75a+wL0mWUmEJx8Z0A1/ZaIK1ZYTTaSnMDFWYjPCAdh0VOKUmmsxvnqIzp/RRIrUrYdFc/b0xwakx4zR2kym2Q7PszcT/vG5mk6towoTKLBVk8VCScWQlmgWA+kxTYvnYEUw0c7ciMsQaE+tiKrkQguUvr5LHei24qLlWv6tXGtd5IkU4gVM4hwAuoQG30IQWEFDwDK/w5mXei/fufSxGC16+cwx/4H3+AP7Skb8=</latexit>

✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="+EIJUOOdX/zCtJdXxyBz2Kok6jQ=">AAAB9nicbVA9T8MwEHXKVylfBUYWixaJqUrCAGMFC2ORKC1qospxL61Vx45sB6mK+jdYGGBBrPwWNv4NbpsBWp50p6f37uTzi1LOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PHrTMFIU2lVyqbkQ0cCagbZjh0E0VkCTi0InGNzO/8wRKMynuzSSFMCFDwWJGibFSUA8g1YxL0ffr/WrNbbhz4FXiFaSGCrT61a9gIGmWgDCUE617npuaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH7zFJ9ZZYBjqWwJg+fq742cJFpPkshOJsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOjioTjj2Eg8CwAPmAJq+MQSQhWzt2I6IopQY2Oq2BC85S+vkke/4V00bPPv/FrzukikjE7QKTpHHrpETXSLWqiNKErRM3pFb07mvDjvzsditOQUO8foD5zPHwBpkcA=</latexit>

✏2
<latexit sha1_base64="+EIJUOOdX/zCtJdXxyBz2Kok6jQ=">AAAB9nicbVA9T8MwEHXKVylfBUYWixaJqUrCAGMFC2ORKC1qospxL61Vx45sB6mK+jdYGGBBrPwWNv4NbpsBWp50p6f37uTzi1LOtHHdb6e0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+PHrTMFIU2lVyqbkQ0cCagbZjh0E0VkCTi0InGNzO/8wRKMynuzSSFMCFDwWJGibFSUA8g1YxL0ffr/WrNbbhz4FXiFaSGCrT61a9gIGmWgDCUE617npuaMCfKMMphWgkyDSmhYzKEnqWCJKDDfH7zFJ9ZZYBjqWwJg+fq742cJFpPkshOJsSM9LI3E//zepmJr8KciTQzIOjioTjj2Eg8CwAPmAJq+MQSQhWzt2I6IopQY2Oq2BC85S+vkke/4V00bPPv/FrzukikjE7QKTpHHrpETXSLWqiNKErRM3pFb07mvDjvzsditOQUO8foD5zPHwBpkcA=</latexit>

...<latexit sha1_base64="2oYn+c4WQO5p0giIcBulE7TIM3w=">AAAB8nicbVBNTwIxEO3iF+IX6tFLI5h4Irt40CPRi0dMRDCwId1uFxq67drOkpANf8KLB70Yr/4ab/4bC+xBwZe0eXlvJjPzgkRwA6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRg1GppqxFlVC6ExDDBJesBRwE6ySakTgQrB2MbmZ+e8y04UrewyRhfkwGkkecErBSp9obhwpMtV+uuDV3DrxKvJxUUI5mv/zVCxVNYyaBCmJM13MT8DOigVPBpqVealhC6IgMWNdSSWJm/Gy+7xSfWSXEkdL2ScBz9XdHRmJjJnFgK2MCQ7PszcT/vG4K0ZWfcZmkwCRdDIpSgUHh2fE45JpREBNLCNXc7orpkGhCwUZUsiF4yyevksd6zbuo2a9+V680rvNEiugEnaJz5KFL1EC3qIlaiCKBntErenOenBfn3flYlBacvOcY/YHz+QNMK5A9</latexit>

· · ·<latexit sha1_base64="a0m1w3rG2BQWFoQaNXelHobYl74=">AAAB8nicbVA9TwJBEJ3zE/ELtbS5CCZW5A4LLYk2lpiIYOBC9pY92LC3e+7OmZALf8LGQhtj66+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZemAhu0PO+nZXVtfWNzcJWcXtnd2+/dHB4b1SqKWtSJZRuh8QwwSVrIkfB2olmJA4Fa4Wj66nfemLacCXvcJywICYDySNOCVqpXenSvkJT6ZXKXtWbwV0mfk7KkKPRK311+4qmMZNIBTGm43sJBhnRyKlgk2I3NSwhdEQGrGOpJDEzQTbbd+KeWqXvRkrbJ9Gdqb87MhIbM45DWxkTHJpFbyr+53VSjC6DjMskRSbpfFCUCheVOz3e7XPNKIqxJYRqbnd16ZBoQtFGVLQh+IsnL5OHWtU/r9qvdlsr16/yRApwDCdwBj5cQB1uoAFNoCDgGV7hzXl0Xpx352NeuuLkPUfwB87nDy7HkCo=</latexit>

x<latexit sha1_base64="TV1LcjALNixr+8EnbBSk9M8S2mI=">AAAB9nicbVC9TsMwGPxS/kr5KzCyWLRITFVSBhgrWBiLRCmoiSrHdVqrthPZDqKK+hosDLAgVp6FjbfBaTNAy0m2TnffJ58vTDjTxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T+403GqCO2QmMfqPsSaciZpxzDD6X2iKBYhp91wfJX73UeqNIvlrZkkNBB4KFnECDZW8uu+wGYURtnTtN6v1tyGOwNaJl5BalCg3a9++YOYpIJKQzjWuue5iQkyrAwjnE4rfqppgskYD2nPUokF1UE2yzxFJ1YZoChW9kiDZurvjQwLrScitJN5RL3o5eJ/Xi810UWQMZmkhkoyfyhKOTIxygtAA6YoMXxiCSaK2ayIjLDCxNiaKrYEb/HLy+Sh2fDOGvZq3jRrrcuikTIcwTGcggfn0IJraEMHCCTwDK/w5qTOi/PufMxHS06xcwh/4Hz+AIVpkhc=</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="se8ycstYh4Z5RzSHNQ/a09eGrDQ=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFtNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A1k2jfQ=</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="yUqBnoM2Ng7iX3BNcUsAkKtxObY=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUwcCF7C17sGFv77I7R0IIP8HGQhtj6/+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDx6NHGqGW+wWMa6FVDDpVC8gQIlbyWa0yiQvBkMb2Z+c8S1EbF6wHHC/Yj2lQgFo2il+/Ko3C2W3Io7B1klXkZKkKHeLX51ejFLI66QSWpM23MT9CdUo2CSTwud1PCEsiHt87alikbc+JP5qlNyZpUeCWNtn0IyV393TGhkzDgKbGVEcWCWvZn4n9dOMbzyJ0IlKXLFFoPCVBKMyexu0hOaM5RjSyjTwu5K2IBqytCmU7AheMsnr5KnasW7qNivelct1a6zRPJwAqdwDh5cQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN0c6L86787EozTlZzzH8gfP5A1q+jfU=</latexit>

fn
<latexit sha1_base64="evWL0q1y5CtnDU8ZrAPob7All+M=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIigoEL2Vv2YMPe3mV3zoRc+A02FtoYW/+Onf/GBa5Q8CW7eXlvJjPzgkQKg6777RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uHRg4lTzXiLxTLWnYAaLoXiLRQoeSfRnEaB5O1gfDPz209cGxGre5wk3I/oUIlQMIpWalXDvqr2yxW35s5BVomXkwrkaPbLX71BzNKIK2SSGtP13AT9jGoUTPJpqZcanlA2pkPetVTRiBs/my87JWdWGZAw1vYpJHP1d0dGI2MmUWArI4ojs+zNxP+8borhlZ8JlaTIFVsMClNJMCazy8lAaM5QTiyhTAu7K2EjqilDm0/JhuAtn7xKHus176Jmv/pdvdK4zhMpwgmcwjl4cAkNuIUmtICBgGd4hTdHOS/Ou/OxKC04ec8x/IHz+QPHgI7G</latexit>

u
<latexit sha1_base64="se8ycstYh4Z5RzSHNQ/a09eGrDQ=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFtNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A1k2jfQ=</latexit>

v
<latexit sha1_base64="yUqBnoM2Ng7iX3BNcUsAkKtxObY=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUwcCF7C17sGFv77I7R0IIP8HGQhtj6/+x89+4wBUKvmQ3L+/NZGZekEhh0HW/ndza+sbmVn67sLO7t39QPDx6NHGqGW+wWMa6FVDDpVC8gQIlbyWa0yiQvBkMb2Z+c8S1EbF6wHHC/Yj2lQgFo2il+/Ko3C2W3Io7B1klXkZKkKHeLX51ejFLI66QSWpM23MT9CdUo2CSTwud1PCEsiHt87alikbc+JP5qlNyZpUeCWNtn0IyV393TGhkzDgKbGVEcWCWvZn4n9dOMbzyJ0IlKXLFFoPCVBKMyexu0hOaM5RjSyjTwu5K2IBqytCmU7AheMsnr5KnasW7qNivelct1a6zRPJwAqdwDh5cQg1uoQ4NYNCHZ3iFN0c6L86787EozTlZzzH8gfP5A1q+jfU=</latexit>

hu
<latexit sha1_base64="XLJFks1yYE03+RAEgO7gPHUbfXw=">AAAB+HicbVDNTgIxGPwW/xD/UI9eGsHEE9nFgx6JXjxiIoKBlXRLFxq67abtasiG9/DiQS/Gq4/izbexC3tQcJI2k5nvS6cTxJxp47rfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x/caZkoQltEcqk6AdaUM0FbhhlOO7GiOAo4bQfjq8xvP1KlmRS3ZhJTP8JDwUJGsLHSQ7UXYTMKwnQ07SfVfrni1twZ0DLxclKBHM1++as3kCSJqDCEY627nhsbP8XKMMLptNRLNI0xGeMh7VoqcES1n85ST9GJVQYolMoeYdBM/b2R4kjrSRTYySykXvQy8T+vm5jwwk+ZiBNDBZk/FCYcGYmyCtCAKUoMn1iCiWI2KyIjrDAxtqiSLcFb/PIyua/XvLOaveo39UrjMm+kCEdwDKfgwTk04Bqa0AICCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5qMFJ985hD9wPn8ABJaS7w==</latexit>

hv
<latexit sha1_base64="figeL9HupaCtJOTkeqjCUAu+StQ=">AAAB+HicbVDNTgIxGPzWX8Q/1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGBgJd3ShYa2u2m7GLLhPbx40Ivx6qN4823swh4UnKTNZOb70ukEMWfauO63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg7vdZQoQpsk4pFqB1hTziRtGmY4bceKYhFw2gpG15nfGlOlWSTvzCSmvsADyUJGsLHSY6UrsBkGYTqc9saVXqnsVt0Z0DLxclKGHI1e6avbj0giqDSEY607nhsbP8XKMMLptNhNNI0xGeEB7VgqsaDaT2epp+jUKn0URsoeadBM/b2RYqH1RAR2MgupF71M/M/rJCa89FMm48RQSeYPhQlHJkJZBajPFCWGTyzBRDGbFZEhVpgYW1TRluAtfnmZPNSq3nnVXrXbWrl+lTdSgGM4gTPw4ALqcAMNaAIBBc/wCm/Ok/PivDsf89EVJ985gj9wPn8ABh6S8A==</latexit>

hu
<latexit sha1_base64="XLJFks1yYE03+RAEgO7gPHUbfXw=">AAAB+HicbVDNTgIxGPwW/xD/UI9eGsHEE9nFgx6JXjxiIoKBlXRLFxq67abtasiG9/DiQS/Gq4/izbexC3tQcJI2k5nvS6cTxJxp47rfTmFldW19o7hZ2tre2d0r7x/caZkoQltEcqk6AdaUM0FbhhlOO7GiOAo4bQfjq8xvP1KlmRS3ZhJTP8JDwUJGsLHSQ7UXYTMKwnQ07SfVfrni1twZ0DLxclKBHM1++as3kCSJqDCEY627nhsbP8XKMMLptNRLNI0xGeMh7VoqcES1n85ST9GJVQYolMoeYdBM/b2R4kjrSRTYySykXvQy8T+vm5jwwk+ZiBNDBZk/FCYcGYmyCtCAKUoMn1iCiWI2KyIjrDAxtqiSLcFb/PIyua/XvLOaveo39UrjMm+kCEdwDKfgwTk04Bqa0AICCp7hFd6cJ+fFeXc+5qMFJ985hD9wPn8ABJaS7w==</latexit>

fz
<latexit sha1_base64="JadAhVPjLrTCOiAKxTttQ3sD+6w=">AAAB73icbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGLiiQYuZG+Zgw17e5fdPRMk/AYbC22MrX/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5YSq4Nq777RRWVtfWN4qbpa3tnd298v7BnU4yxdBniUjUfUg1Ci7RN9wIvE8V0jgU2AqHV1O/9YhK80TemlGKQUz7kkecUWMlvxp1n6rdcsWtuTOQZeLlpAI5mt3yV6eXsCxGaZigWrc9NzXBmCrDmcBJqZNpTCkb0j62LZU0Rh2MZ8tOyIlVeiRKlH3SkJn6u2NMY61HcWgrY2oGetGbiv957cxEF8GYyzQzKNl8UJQJYhIyvZz0uEJmxMgSyhS3uxI2oIoyY/Mp2RC8xZOXyUO95p3V7Fe/qVcal3kiRTiCYzgFD86hAdfQBB8YcHiGV3hzpPPivDsf89KCk/ccwh84nz/Z4I7S</latexit>

Embedding 
Space

hv
<latexit sha1_base64="figeL9HupaCtJOTkeqjCUAu+StQ=">AAAB+HicbVDNTgIxGPzWX8Q/1KOXRjDxRHbxoEeiF4+YiGBgJd3ShYa2u2m7GLLhPbx40Ivx6qN4823swh4UnKTNZOb70ukEMWfauO63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg7vdZQoQpsk4pFqB1hTziRtGmY4bceKYhFw2gpG15nfGlOlWSTvzCSmvsADyUJGsLHSY6UrsBkGYTqc9saVXqnsVt0Z0DLxclKGHI1e6avbj0giqDSEY607nhsbP8XKMMLptNhNNI0xGeEB7VgqsaDaT2epp+jUKn0URsoeadBM/b2RYqH1RAR2MgupF71M/M/rJCa89FMm48RQSeYPhQlHJkJZBajPFCWGTyzBRDGbFZEhVpgYW1TRluAtfnmZPNSq3nnVXrXbWrl+lTdSgGM4gTPw4ALqcAMNaAIBBc/wCm/Ok/PivDsf89EVJ985gj9wPn8ABh6S8A==</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="yCnDmKZVaJGbOpysbRIHLSzlqN4=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFsNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A0I+jeU=</latexit>

f
<latexit sha1_base64="yCnDmKZVaJGbOpysbRIHLSzlqN4=">AAAB7XicbVA9TwJBEJ3DL8Qv1NJmI5hYkTsstCTaWGIUxcCF7C17sGFv77I7Z0Iu/AQbC22Mrf/Hzn/jAlco+JLdvLw3k5l5QSKFQdf9dgorq2vrG8XN0tb2zu5eef/g3sSpZrzFYhnrdkANl0LxFgqUvJ1oTqNA8odgdDX1H564NiJWdzhOuB/RgRKhYBStdFsNq71yxa25M5Bl4uWkAjmavfJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLqpoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mq07IiVX6JIy1fQrJTP3dkdHImHEU2MqI4tAselPxP6+TYnjhZ0IlKXLF5oPCVBKMyfRu0heaM5RjSyjTwu5K2JBqytCmU7IheIsnL5PHes07q9mvflOvNC7zRIpwBMdwCh6cQwOuoQktYDCAZ3iFN0c6L8678zEvLTh5zyH8gfP5A0I+jeU=</latexit>

l(fz(hu,hv), fn(u, v))
<latexit sha1_base64="OdPAAZxhpb2e2ThluvQFEUdUTGk=">AAACG3icbVBNT8IwGO78RPyaevTSCCaQENzwoEeiF4+YiGBgWbrSQUPXLW1Hggs/w4t/xYsHvRhPJh78N3awA4JP0ubp87xv+r6PFzEqlWX9GCura+sbm7mt/PbO7t6+eXB4L8NYYNLEIQtF20OSMMpJU1HFSDsSBAUeIy1veJ36rRERkob8To0j4gSoz6lPMVJacs2zIiv57mOpGyA18PxkMHHjCpx7jcoV6Lu8pNVRuVx0zYJVtaaAy8TOSAFkaLjmV7cX4jggXGGGpOzYVqScBAlFMSOTfDeWJEJ4iPqkoylHAZFOMl1sAk+10oN+KPThCk7V+Y4EBVKOA09XphPLRS8V//M6sfIvnYTyKFaE49lHfsygCmGaEuxRQbBiY00QFlTPCvEACYSVzjKvQ7AXV14mD7WqfV7VV+22VqhfZYnkwDE4ASVggwtQBzegAZoAgyfwAt7Au/FsvBofxuesdMXIeo7AHxjfv+qDnw0=</latexit>

minimize

Figure 1: Predominant graph learning paradigms. Graph machine learning is a large field with a di-

verse set of methods. Here, we summarize and categorize seven major graph machine learning methods

paradigms. (a) Graph theoretic techniques compute a deterministic value that describes patterns in the

graph; (b) diffusion process captures the importance and influence of nodes through network diffusion; (c-
d) topological data analysis provides summarized views of the shape of the data; (e) manifold learning aims

to obtain the underlying graph structure of data and a low-dimensional embedding; (f) shallow network em-

beddings generate node representations though direct encoding of node similarities in the input graph; (g)
graph neural networks learn graph embeddings through supervised signals by neural networks; (h) genera-

tive models generate novel graphs that have desirable properties. Note that panels (c) and (d) are two major

diagrams of TDA.
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